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CHAPTER 11

REVISION OF THE DRI~T ARTICLES SOBMIT1'ED IN THE SECOND REPORT

5
a
i

1. At the end of the second report (see also para. 11 of Chap. I of the present
report) the Special Rapporteur submitted five draft articles. Articles 1 to 3 were
intended to deal with the general framework of the three parameters of the legal
consequences of an internationally wrongful act. Arti.cles 4 and 5 intended to deal
with the !irst parameter, the new obligations of the State which has committed an
internationally wrongful act. After the discussion of those draft articles, the
Commission decided to refer them to the Drafting Committee. The Drafting COmmittee
however, for lack of time, did not c~nsider these articles. In the light of the
discussions which took place in the Commission, and later on in the Sixth Committee
of the General Assembly, the Special ~pporteur now should wish to change his
proposals as contained in the second report.

2. ~irst of all it was suggestedr during the discussions referred to above, that
part two of the draft articles on State responsibility should begin with an article
explaining the link between the 35 articles'composing part one (as adopted by the
Commission in first reading) and part two. '!'he Spt:!cial Rapporteur agrees with this
suggestion. Consequently, it is now proposed that { new article 1 of part two
should read as follows,

Article 1

An internationally wrongful act of a State entails obligatinos for th~t

State and rights for other States in conformity with the provIaaons of the
present part two.

3. It is submitted that the question whether this article should have a title
and, if so, which title, could perhaps better be decided at a later stageo

4. It is also submitted that the wording of the ne~ article 1 goes~
necessarily mean that th~ other articles of part two would give an ~xhaust~

picture of all the legal consequences of any internationally wrongful ~ct of a
State. Indeed, in tl~e opinion of tl1e Special Rapporteur, it would seem unwise to
commit the Commission at this stage to draw up such an exhaustive catalogue. The
conceptual reasons for this opinion are set out in paragraphs 97 to 100 of the
praliminary report (see also para. 6 of Chap. I of the present report). To these
may be added the practical reason that it may prove to be impossible to reach a
measure of consensus on such a complete solution. It may well be that, as in so
many other fields of international law, there is a consensus on a number of legal
consequences of certain types of internationally wIongful acts of a State, ~nd a
consensus on the absence of certain types of legal consequences in certain
situations, but that a -grey zone- is left on which opinions differ. If, thent the
grey zone is not too large, the -codification- of those points on which consensus
exists would still be a meaningful achievement.
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5. Obviously, the new article 1, as proposed is~ an alternative for article 1
as earlier proposed. Articles 1 to 3 as proposed in the second report, were
intended to have a different function.

6. In this (·)nnexion it should be recalled that the Commission, already in a
relatively e~ ly stage of its consideration of the topic of ·State responsibility·,
remarked,

I
J
~

t
I

i'
t

·The Commission must nevertheless emphasize here and now that it would be
absolutely mistaken to believe that contemporary international law contains
only one regime of responsibility applicable universally to every type of
internationally wrongfUl act, whether more serious or less serious and whether
injurious to the vital interests of the international community as a whole or
simply to the interests of a particular one of its members. Having said that,
it must quickly be added that this by no means implies - indeed it is very
unlikely - that when the Commission conside£s the question of forms of
responsibility and of the determinatic)n of the subject or sUbjects of
international law permitted to implement (mettre en oeuvre) the various forms
concerned, it will conclude that there is one uniform regime of responsibility
for the more serious internationally wrongful cts, on the one hand, and
another uniform regime for the remaining wrongfUl acts, on the other. In
point of fact, international wrongs dS&Ume a multitude of forms and the
~onsequences they should entail in terms of international responsibility are
certainly not reducible to one or two uniform provisions. Moreover, we have
seen the extent to which State practice and the authors of legal wfitings
bring out the differences in gravity that exist even among the various
internationally wrongful acts which are lumped together under the common label
of international crimes. The same must undoubtedly b2 true of other
internationally wrongfUl acts, the idaa that they always entail a single
obligation, that of making reparation for the damage caused, and that all they
involve is the determination of the amount of such reparation, is simply the
expression of a view which has not been adequately thought out." !I

7. These remarks are, no doubt, SUbstantially correct. But their impact on the
task with which the Commission is confronted at present - the drafting of
part two - i$ som~what staggering and calls for a cautious approach.

8. If there are indeed a multitude of different r~gimes of State responsibility,
and if there is even no "least common denominator· of those regimes, the prospect
of drawing up a complete set of articles in part two would seem rather dim. In any
case, there is much to be said in favour of postponing the consideration of a set
of "framework· articles, as suggested by the present Special Rapporteur in its
second report, to the moment the Commission has reached conclusions as to the three
parameters of the legal consequences of an internationally wrongfUl act of a State.

!I Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1976, vol. rI (Part ~~o),

p. 117, para. S3 also, ~., para. 54, in partiCUlar, ·-The idea that there is
some kind of least common denominator in the regime of international responsibility
must be discarded·.

/ ...
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9. As a matter of fact v articles 1 to 3 - particularly article 2 - were meant to
point out at the outset that there~ more than one or two different regimes of
responsibility, and that - article 1 ~nd article 3 - in any case an internationally
wrongful act of a state does not necessarily make a tabula rasa of its legal
relationships with other States as they existed before. Actually such statements,
though true, would lead uE to a drefting - as indeed suggested in the Commission by
Ambassador G. Aldrich - along the following lines:

"A breach of an intern~tional obligation by a State affects the
international rights and obligations of that State, of injured States and of
third States only as provided in this part. H y

But this clearly woul~ commit the Commission to draft a complete set of
articles for part two. Without giving up the hope of doing just that, the
Commission would perhaps prefer not to indicate its alnbitions too early.

10. An additional reason for such an attitude might be that - at least in the
opinio~ of the Special Rapporteur - a complete codification of the rules relating
to State responsibility is highly unlikely to be workable in practice and thereby
acceptable to the States composing the international community wi~out some
machinery of disput~ settlement being provided for as an integral part of the draft
articles. 1/

11. In case, however, the Commission - possibly without prejudice to the place
where the arLicles eventually would appear in the draft - would wish to confirm the
earli6r decision to let the Drafting Committee consider those articles, the Special
RApporteu~ would withdraw his original proposal and suggest that the Drafting
Oommittee take as a basis of discussion the wording, orally presented last year by
Ambassador G. Aldrich, y to wit:

Article ••• (replaces articles 1 and 3 as suggested in the second report)

Y A/CN.4/SR.1669, p. 4.

11 Already in para. (35) of its commentary to art. 33 (state of necessity)
of part one the Commission remarks: H ••• that the State invoking the state of
necessity is not and should not be the sole judge of the existence of the necessary
conditions in the particular case concerned." (Yearbook ••• , 1980, vol. 11 (Part
Two), p. 50.) Furthermore, the articles of part one often refeu to ius cogens and
similar notions, as affecting Scate responsibility. WOuld it be likely that gtates
are willing to accept such provisions without some guarantee for impartial dispute
settlement? Th~ history of the law of treaties and the united Nations COnference
on the r.lW of Treaties of 1968 and 1969 would seem to point in the dire~tion of a
negAtive answer to this question.

J/ A!CN.4/SR.1669, p. 4.
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[Text as in para. 9 above]

Article ••• (replaces article 2 as suggested in the second report)

"The provisions of this part apply to every breach by a State of an
international obligation, except to the extent that the legal consequences of
such a breach are prescribed by the rule or rules of international law
establishing the obligation or by other applicable rules of international law."

12. Turni:.g now to articles 4 and 5 as proposed in the second report, the Special
Rapporteur would like first of all to do justice to a remark m~de both in tile
Commission and in the Sixth Committe~, to the effect that those articles - and,
presumably, the title of chapter 11 - should rather be drafted in the form of what
the "injured" State - and, possibly, "third" States - is o~ are entitled to require
from the -author" State of an internationally wrongful act. Indeed, in the
articles adopted in first reading by the Commission for part one, reference is
often made to conduct (consisting of action or omission) of a State, which ls not
in conformity with what is required of it by an internation.d obligation. It would
seem that everyone agrees that such c~nduct - i.e. an internationally wrongful
act - does not destroy the original obligation, but rather cre~tes a situation in
which additional, or at least ~re specific, obligations are "automatically·
added. §/ But it is surely up to the~ State or States to invoke, the ·new"
obligations of the author State. !I

13. Since, at this stage, the question whether olrily the directly injured State or
also other States may - or possibly, should invoke the "new" obligation of the
author State, should not be prejudiced, a "neutral" formulation of the "chapeau· of
the article would se~~ to be the followings

Article

An internationally wrongful act of a State entails for that State the
obligation:

14. Apart from this drafting point, articles 4 and 5 as proposed in the second
report, raise the point of substance and of llh;!thod, already touched '.Ipon in

~ Obviously, the originS'.l obligation may not be couched in abstract terms,
but may require only a specifi~d conduct at a specified time, in such a case, by
definition, the absence of tlJUlt specified conduct at that specified time
constitutes not ~nly a breach of that obligation, but actually r~nders the
obligation so to speak obsolete, no belated performance but only substitute
performances can be envisaged in such a case. But all this is self-evident, and
anyway thE bulk of international obligations.!!!. formulated in abstract terms.

!I Although in !S!!!!!. cases, the other State or Sb\tes.may not be free ~ to
invoke Cbe new obligation, ~nis however, is a mattar of the third para.eter.

/ ...
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PAragraphs 6 and 7 above. Indeed, if there were no ·least common denominator in
the regime of international responsibility·, this would apply also to the first
paraMeter, the deliCription of the wnew obligations· of the author State. 1/

15. '!'hb bg!ngs ue back to our general problem, on which it would seem useful to
elaborate, since its solution determines our total method of work in respect of the
topic of State responsibility.

I
I,

Y Actually, art. 5, aa proposec1 in the second report, deviates from art. 4,
:in respect of a puticular tyPe of ·pr:lury· rules, namely those relating to ·the
,treataent to be accorded by • State (within its judsdictiQD) to aliens· and, as
,such, introduces ·another- reg~ of State responsibility.

/ .. ~
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CHAPTER 111

THE GENERAL PROBLEM UNDERLYING THE DRAFTING OF PART 'l'WO

;)

the

:t. 4,
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I •. ~

16. In the op1n10n of the Special Rapporteur international law, as it stands
today, is not modelled on ~ system only, but on a variety of interrelated
subsystems, within each of which the sO-CQ!ted ·primary rules· and the so-called
·secondary rules· are closely intertwined, indeed inseparabl!.

17. Actually, every single ·primary· rule - as an expression of what ought to be 
necessarily raises the next question I what should happen if what!!, is not in
conformity wi,th what ought to be under that primary rule? Since the answet ~o this
question is also framed in terms of ·ought to be·, this answer raises the same type
of ·next" question, and so forth. The circuit is finally closed by either
accepting the actual set of facts, or by creating ~ by the e~ercise of factual
power - another set of facts, which may be more or less far removed from the
realization of the original ·ought to be·, more or less ·equivalent· to the
situation originally envisaged by the ·primary· rule.

18. Now, obviously, in the process of creation of a rule of international law - be
it through ·custom·, ·treaty·, ·decisions· of ·competent· international
institutions, or e~en iudgements of international tribunals ~ the questions
referred to in the foregoing paragraph, are very seldom (fully) looked at, let
alone explicitly answered. This does not mean. that there!!!. no anSW€ll1S in
international law. Sometimes~ of the questions are explicitly addressed and
answered in respect of particular ·priidary· rules. In other cases there may be a
more or less consistent practice of States and even a practice which is considered
as ·law·. But, since "practice· is made up from conduct in a great variety of
actual circumstances, and such condu~t is often inspired, or at least influenced,
by ·political·, i.e. ad hoc, considerations, it is awfully hard to draw from it
general rules, and even impossible - as the Commission had realized earlier - to
draw from it .2!!! set of general rules applicable to ill ·primary· rules. !I

19~ Under those circumstances, there is no escape f~om a ·categorization· of
·primary· rules for the. purpose of determining the loegal consequences of their
breach, and from formulating different sets of legal consequences for each category
of ·primary· rules. And even then, it must be realized that in a given situation
more than one subsystem of interlinked ·primary" and ·secondary" rules may apply.
This, then requires a determination of the interrelationship between those
SUbsystems. Thus we will get ever further away from the unitarj'concept of

Y Of course, our ColIDDivsion is not bound only to "describe" or "codify" the
actual practice of States in 80 far as it appears to L--e accepted as "law·, it has
also a task of "progressive developaent" which, of nec.assity, impllessome power ,to
suggest a way "to cut the Gordian knot.!l.

I.·••
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-international obligation" which is the corner-stone of part one of the draft
articles. y

20. A~ attempt tC.1 distinquisp subsystems of international lal' may, in the
opinion of the Special Rapporteur, be based on the function of the different
sUbsystems. 1!1 It would seem that, roughly, one could distinguish (a) rules of

I
international law, the purpose of which is to keep the states apart, from

I Cb) rules, which reflect the idea of a "sharing" between States of a common
"substratum", and from (c) rules which organize a earallel exercise of sovereignty
in respect of certain international situations.

21. The prime example of category (a) rules is the rule, now recognized as being a
rule of univerS4l customary law, ~hich stipulates that "every State shall refrain
from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political
independence of any other 5tate". Here the sovereignty of one State (in the final
analysis exercised through "the threat or use of force") is confronted with the
sovereignty (in the form of its ~territorial integrity and political independence")
of another State, and the resolution of this confli=t is found in a conduct-rule of
international law. It should be noted that the rule envisages the existence of a
partiCUlar "intent" on the part of one State, in ~espect of a partiCUlar "effect"
on the part of another State. A bre~ch of the international obligation stipulated
in this rule, by a State, cannot be distinguished from the violation of a right,
implied in this rule, of aoothelt State. W There would seem to be no doubt, that
th~ legal consequences of a breach of this obligation is a duty to restore
completely the status guo ante, including a wiping out of all the cQnsequences of
the wrongful act and a prOViding of guarantees against repetition (first
parameter). As to the second and third parameters of the legal consequences,
article 34 of the draft articles implies, and the United Nations Charter gives, an
answer to some of the relevant legal questions. W

I
~ Surely, part one, as adopted in first reading, makes itself some

distinctions between "categories" of primary rules, and - in its chapter on
"circumstances precluding wrongfulness" (the "zero-parameter·, see second report,
para. 49, note 36) - recognizes the fact that a given situation may be govered by
different and even conflicting rules. At some stage in the second reading of those
draft articles the commission may wish to consider the question whether even part
ono does sUftlciently reflect the diversity of "primary" rules.

!21 Bere, as will appear below, we have to take into account the "dimensions·
of any subsy"tea. rules of procedure, of conduct and of statllS•

. W '!'be relationship Intween this obligation and this right is underlined in
,the W(;~ds "in their international relations" appearing in Art. 2, para. 4, of the
;United Nations OUlrtela of course, which relationships are considered to M
:"lnternational" is another utter. -

W As to the ultlMte "Clo8ing of the circuit", reference must, .!!!!!, be.de to the l.at sentence of para. 17 above.

/ ...
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22. It is to be noted in this respect that measures of individual and collective
self-defence, as well as, enforcement action by the United Nations, must respect the
set of rules of international law relating to hUlnanitarian ius in bello, and that a
guarantee against repetition may net, in principle, be sought in the per~anent

annexation of the author state of the internationally wrongful act in question.

23. There are other "primary" rules of international law, which have the same
function of keeping the States apart, though perhaps the breach of none of those
other primary rules entails all the legal consequences outlined above at lea&t in
so far as the second and third parameters are concerned. Nevertheless, ~ kind
of "least common denominator" seems to a~ply to the regimes of State responsibility
in regard to this category of rules.

24. While even the scope of the prohibition of aggression is not entirely
clear, ~ the scope of other primary rules having the same function is even less
clear. Actually, it seems that it was not so '1l.1ch the scope of the "primary"
rules, but rather considerations concerning the legal consequences of the breach of
~uch rUles, which inspired doubts as to the formulation of such "primary" rules.

25. Indeed, while it is easy to recognize that no state has the right to int~rven~

in the affairs of any other State, it is ] ess easy to d,';!termine specific
obligatio~ deriving thereform, and even more difficult to determine the limits of
allowable responses to a breach of such obligations particularly in terms of the
second and third parameters. As a matter of fact, one is bound to admit that
"intervention" may be less "serious" as to its effects than "aggreesiun"~ and that
measures of "self-help" strictly limited (also i,l time) to the purpose of
terminating ex nunc a factual situation constituting an infrir.gement of a right may
not be identifiable with an action directed against the territorial integrity and
oolitical independence of another State. 14/ In short, it is more difficult to

13/ Compare the Definition of Aggression adopted by the General Assembly, and
in particular the various reservations made and interpretations given in the course
of its prepatation and adoption. For the text of the Definition, see General
Assembly resolution 3314 (XXIX) of 14 Dece.nber 1974 (Official Records of the
General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session, SUpplement No. 31 (A/9631), p. 143).

!!I In this connexion it is interesting to note that the Declaration on
principles of International Law concerning F~iendly Relations and Co-operation
among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations annexed to
General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV1, in the second paragraph of the part on
intervention, refers to: "measures to coerce another State in order to obtain from
it the subordination of the exercise of its sovereign rights and to secure from it
advantages of any kind". (Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-fifth
Session, SUpplement No. 28 (At8028), p. 123.)

/ ...
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strike the balance between conduct on the part of one State and the response to
such conduct by another State, when one arrives at situations which are less
·serious· than an outright war. 15/

26. While the main difference between "aggression" and "intervention" is that the
former implies the exercise of factual or "military" power not only "within" but
·over" foreign territory - the most blatant disregard of the sovereignty of another
State - there are less serious forms of conduct, also prohibited by rules of
universal customary law, the f~nction of which is to keep the States apart. Thus
the principle that a State may not "use" the territory of another State for the
performance of its government functions. 16/ Here again, there may be no
difference between the legal consequences of a breach of the relevant obligations
and those of a breach of the obligations mentioned earlier, in 50 far as the first
parameter is concerned, but the admissibility of countermeasures in such a case may
be judged differently and the existence of a third parameter of legal
consequences - rights, let alone duties, of third States - seems, in principle,
exclUded. 17/

27. While the rules of universal customary international law mostly have the
function of keeping the States apart, ~ obligations founded on treaties may have
quite a different function, and may reflect a notion of sharing a common
substratum, or at least a notion of organizing a parallel exercise of sovereignty
in respect of certain international situations. 19/

!21 Even the Definition of Aggression referred to above, in its art. 2,
contains the proviso that "the Security Council may ••• conclude that the
determination that an act of aggression has been committed would not be justified
in the light of o~her circumstances including the fact that the acts concerned or
their consequences are not of sufficient gravity". Compare also the reference to
·gravity" in art. 3, under (f), of the same Definition.

16/ Perhaps one might mention in this connexion also the "hard core" of a
State's immunity, as regardo the "imperium" of another State, for acts committed
within the former's territory. It is to be noted that both in this case, and in
the case mentioned in para. 25 above, the rules of international law relate to
"jurisdiction ll rather than to "sovereignty".

!21 If only because the obligations referred to here may be suspended by the
consent of the State, the territory, respectively the "immunity" or "independence"
of which is concerned.

18/ Also by making a distinction between States "directly" concerned with a
rule and its application, and "third" States.

19/ On the other hand, treaties may also serve to specify in more detail the
customary rules of separation of States, e.g., treaties establishing a boundary.

/ ... i'
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28. Situated in between obligations ar1s1ng out of universal customary
international law and obligations arising out of treaties are the rules of
customary law which apply to relationships between States and which are, so to
speak: "triggered" or "filled in" by some form of consent between those States.
the procedure of consent then create~ a status from which rights and obligations
between States are derived. A typical example are the rules of customary law
relating to diplomatic intercourse. The mutual consent to establish diplomatic
relations implies tt.e consent of the receiving State to the exercise of some
governmental functions by the sending State within the former's territory, as well
as privileges and immunities of the diplomatic mission, its personnel and its
materiel, and entails corresponding obligations of the sending State. It is
significant to recall here that the corpus of rules of diplomatic law is considered
by the International Court of Justice to be a "self-contained regime", thus that
the breach of an obl~gation in this field by the sending State can be countered
only by what is in essence a partial (declaration of persona non grata) or total
(breaking off of diplomatic relations) termination or suspension of the
relationship, comparaLle to the exceptio non adimpleti contractus in the law of
treaties. l!V

29. The rules of customary international law relating to the treatment of aliens
are also often linked with an element of "consent" on the part of the"receiving"
State in the form of admission of the alien. l!I In this field, however, a
different function appears. While a ius communicationis, in the sense that a State
is obliged to admit aliens, does not exi.st under customary international law, the
rules on the treatment of aliens app~y ir~espective of any formal act of
admission. In other words, the mere "presence" of the alien within the
"jurisdiction" of another St~~e is considered to give rise to an "international
situation" which entails obligations and rights of the States concerned. The
recognition that international trade in the larger sense of the WO~~ is grosso modo
in the interest of all States is at the basis of the rules of customary
international law in this field. ~

30. It would seem, therefore, that even in the realm of universal customary
international law there are different sets of obligations of States, fUlfilling
different functions. It is submitted that this difference in "primary" rules
cannot but influence the content of the applicable "secondary" rules.

~ Actually, in view of the rules applicahle in the case of breaking off of
diplomatic relations, the qualification "suspension of the relationship" seems more
adequate. The "status" cha~Qcter of the regime is also reflected in the
obligations of~ States.

l!I The "sending" State being pr~sumably the State of nationality of the
alien.

~ A functional approach which also underlies the particular position of
merchant ships flying the flag 'of a foreign State and engaged in navigation, toa .
lesser extent the same applies to civil aircraft.

I ...
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31. Th. differentiation of obligations becomes even more necessary if obligations
arising out of treaties are taken into account. ~ Treaties fulfil a variety of
functions. Their Wleast common denominator" is the fusion of the voluntates of
individual States at a particular time into an instrument the content of which
thereafter becomes, in principle, independent of each individual voluntaa. This
procedure, in itself, cannot but influence the re~ationship between States, and not
necessarily only between those States which are ~parties" to it.

32. Actu~lly, the Vienna COnvention on the Law of Treaties contains several
provisions dealing with the legal consequences of conduct of a State, within the
framework of the "~alidity" of the treaty and of the basic principle of
Pecta sunt se~~, the latter principle formidg the link between the law of
treatie~ and the law of State responsibility. W

33. As to the various functions of rules laid down in treaties, the same
distinctions can be made as were made above in regard of rules of customary
international law. Indeed, article 43 of the Vienna COnvention on the Law of
Treatie3 presupposes that rules laid down in treaties may well be an elaboration of
rules of customary international law. But in any case a treaty always implies~
element of "organization", as well as some element of "object and purpose", of the
relationship as a whole, established by that treaty. Again, these elements may
influence the legal consequence of a breach of an obligation resulting from the
treaty. W

~ There are international "instruments" of consensus between two or more
States, which do not intend to create obligations and rights, but which may
nevertheless entail legal consequences in the r@lation&hip between the States
involved. Actually, the frequent reference in the Vienna COnvention on the Law of
Treaties to the legal relevance of what is "otherwise established", together with
the various legal consequences attached to what is laid down in the~ of a
treaty as soon as that text is "adopted", as well as to the "object and purpose" of
a treaty even before it is ratified, already suggest a gliding scale of legal
"force" of transactions between States, which is not easily reconciled with the
simple doctrinal dichotomy between the existence or absence of "true legal
obligations". Indeed, how "true" is a legal obligation if there are circumstances
precluding the wrongfulness of its breach?

l!I COnsequently, the question arises as to the relationship between the two
sets of rUles, thus, e.g., between the exceptio non adimpleti contractus and a
prohibition of reprisals.

W Even if the treaty does not itself spell out the legal consequences of
such breach. Admittedly, the elements of "organization". and of "object and
purpose", separable from rules of conduct contained in the treaty, may be so
minimal as to be negligible for the purpose of determining the legal consequences
of a breach of those rules of cond~ct. Furthermore, just like a rule of conduct,
in a sense, "fails· if it is not implemented, the elements of "organization" and of
·object and purposew may wfailw, and the question arises as to what should happen
then, see paras. 17 above and 38 below.

I ...
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34~ The ele~_nt of "object and purpose" of the treaty is particularly important in
the context of ·secondary" rUles, if that object and purpose includes the cre~tion

or recognition of extra-state interests involved in the treaty and its
implementation.

35. Such extra-State interests may be of different kinds. Actually, very few
treaties are in the nature of a pure barter transaction, a simple do ut des
relationship, in which only the respective separate interests of each individual
State-party are involved. The very notion of an object and purpose of a treaty as
a whole already implies some measure of extra-State interest, if only in the form
of an inseparahle common interest of the parties. In addition a treaty may
envisage interests of "third" States, and even of "entities" other than States,
such as individual human-pe[sons. -----

36. On the other hand, the element of "organization" of relationships, inchoate in
every treaty, may be more developed in a particular treaty. Typical examples are
the provision, in a treaty, of a procedure of dispute settlement as regards the
(interpretation and) application of the tleaty in concrete circumstan~es or of
procedures for collective elaboration (and interpretation) of the general rights
and obligations under the treaty.

37. In this connexion it should also be noted that, increasingly, treaties do not
so much address the State as such - i.e. as an indivisible "person" - but rather
take into account the relative independence of its elements inter se, by addressing
those elements directly, both passively ,and actively. ~

38. In short, a treaty may create a subsystem of international law with its own,
express or implied "secondary" rules, tailored to its "primary" rules. This does
not necessarily mean that the existence of the subsystem excludes permanentll the
application of any genera! rUles of customary international law relating to the
legal consequences of wrongfUl acts. As already remarked, the subsystem itself as
a whole may "fail", in which case a fall-back on another subsystem may be
unavoidable. W

l!I This is~ the same phenomenon as the one referred to at the end of
para. 3~ above, since a link between the element involved and the State to which it
belongs remains essential. Actually, the rules referred to here are more in the
nature of rules of conflict of laws, in this respect they are akin to the rules of
diplomatic law referred to in para. 28 above.

W An example of such fall-back is given by the Washington Convention on the
Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of other States.
Article 27 of this Convention bars the exercise of diplomatic protection, but such
diplomatic protection revives if the receiving State does not comply with the
award, rendered in its dispute with the foreign investor. For the text, s~e United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 575, p. 159.

I ...
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39. On the other hand, such a subsystem is, in principle6 "self-contained" in the
sense that it cannot be overruled by situations and considerations belonging to
another subsystem. W

40. Which conclusions can be drawn from the foregoing analysis? It seems clear
that part two of the draft articles on State responsibility cannot exhaustively
deal with "the" legal consequences of any and every breach of any and every
international obligation. The other extreme solution is to leave tbe determination
of such legal consequences entirely to the jUdgement of those "bodies" which are
charged with the peaceful settlement of international disputes. The latter
solution, in the final analysis, leaves the matter to the individual sovereign
States, since (a) they choose the means of settlement of disputes, and (b) they
have to determine their action if those means of settlement fail. Clearly, then,
our Commission has to seek a solution in between those two extremes.

41. Actually, the Commission waa faced with a similar problem when it dealt with
the law of treaties. Then (1) it singled out a particular type of transaction and
(2) took care of the different SUbsystems created by treaties by saving clauses,
such as that embodied in article 5 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties, ~ while the Conference added, as an integral part of the Vienna
COnvention, (3) a general procedure for dispute settlement with respect to
"invalidity, termination, withdrawal from or suspension of the operation of a
treaty".

42. A general "saving clause" comparable to the one in the Vienna Convention on

W This might seem in contradiction with what has been said in para. 38
above. As a matter of fact, the interrelationship between the subsystems may be
complicated by the fact that a particular set of actual circumstances may be
relevant for more than one SUbsystem. Here the measure of "organization" of the
relationship becomes particularly important, it it is not possible to "allocateH

the situation to one or the other system¥ the more organized system prevails until
it fails as such.

~ Other saving clauses are contained, e.g., in arts. 73 and 75, and, of
course, in the frequent use of terms such as "except in so far ·as the treaty may
?therwise provide". It may be recalled that the then Special Rapporteur suggested
in the Commission a special article dealing with a particular subsystem of
international law, namely, "treaties providing for objective regimes". The
Commission as·a whole did not favour such special clause, considering that the
matter could be dealt with within the framework of the articles on treaties and
third States. The "State responsibility" aspects of that type of subsystem were,
of course, not under discussion then. About those aspects, compare: Klein,
Statusvertrage im Volkerrecht (1980), pp. 225 et seg. Another saving clause
adopted at the time, was more or less "hidden- in the introduction of ius cOgens.

I ...
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the Law of Treaties 2QI was suggested in the second report as article 2. 31/ The
reference in that article to any "rule of international law" - and, in the ~edraft,

to ·other applicable rules of international law" - is sufficiently wide as to make
all other articles of part two no more than rebuttable presumptions as to the legal
consequences of internationally wrongful acts. A consequence of such an approacQ
would seem to be that part three should contain a meaningful procedure for dispute
settlement as to the lawfulness of the action taken, i,cluding the demands
presented by a state invoking the legal consequences ~f a breach of an
international obligation by another State as a ground for its action in response to
such breach.

43. Just as in the case of the Vienna Couvention on the Law of Treaties, the
dispute settlement procedure would be limited to a particular legal question, which
is only one of the questions to which a particular set of actual facts gives rise.
Indeed the procedure would~ deal with the question whether there has in fact
been a breach of an international obligation in the first place. Such an isolation
of one of many legal questions which may be relevant in a given situation surely
has its disadvantages and its inherent difficulties of application. Nevertheless,
it is a feasible machinery and one which is well known in international practice.

44. The first example is of course the Vienna convention on the Law of Treaties
its~lf. Obviously, the questions "concerning the application or the interpretation
of a.rticles 53 or 64" (ius cogens), as well as those "concerning the application
or the interpretation of any of the other articles in Part V of the present
Convention" are in fact only incidental to a situation where the implementation of
a treaty is in issue. They are "preliminary" or "prejudicial" legal questions,
taken out of the context of the legal appreciation of total situ~tion in which they
arise.

45. Another example is the se~ration of the "preliminary" legal question "whether
the existing dispute is wholly or partly within the scope of the obligation to go
to arbitration" as mentioned in article 1 of the Model Rules on Arbitral Procedure
adopted by the Commission in 1958. 32/ Though these "Model Rules" have as yet ~ot

been embodied in a convention, they reflect a practice of States. 1lI

~ "Unless otherwise provided for by the treaty". Compare in particular, in
the field where the law of treaties and the law of state responsibility meet, arts __
60 (4) of the Vienna Convention.

1!1 See para. 11, above.

/ ...

~ Yearbook••• , 1958, vol. 11, pp. 80-88.

El See, e.g., the Ambatielos case, Judgment of 1 July 1952, ICJ Ref!>orts
~, p.28.I

I
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46. Sometimes.:l distinct legal question is put to the International Court (:>f
Justice by the States parties to a dispute. Thus in the North Sea Continental
Shelf cases between the Federal Republic of Germany and, respectively, Denmark and
the Netherlands.

47. In this conns~'ion, reference may also be made to the machinery for dealing
with ·prejudicial· ....egal questions, adopted in the treaties estabJ.ishing th~

European Communites. ~ A similar machinery hdS ~~~n ~~ggested for questions
relating to the interpretation of rules of international. law to be submittea to the
International Court of Justice by national courts for an Advisory Opinion. Indeed
the ·isolation· of one or more legal questions arising in a dispute can just as
well be envisaged as the ·isolation· of the establishment of the facts of the case
in an international procedure of "fact-finding".

48. Obviously, a general machinery for dispute settlement, as envisaged above,
should be without prejudice to existi~ procedures in which the~ situation may
be dealt with, in particular to the ~ompetence of the Security Council of the
United Nations.

49. Within the framework of, on the one side, a general saving clause, and, on the
other side, a general dispute settlement-clause, part two could "afford" to be
reasonably abstract. But, it is submitted, not to the same extent that the present
draft articles of part one are abstract, in the sense of making virtaally no
distinction at all between the content of the international obligation involved.
Some ·categori~ation" of those obligations, sc~e recognition of the difference
betWeen possible subsystems of rules of inte~ional law remains necessary in
order to give to part two a meaningful scope and content.

50. Of course, any subsystem of international law remains "abst~act" in the sense
that it generally does not take into account the ·quantitative" aspects of the
facts of a given situation. ~5/ This is particularly true for the link between

34/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 294, p. 130.

~ Or, if it does seem to do so, it does so often by using even more
abstract - non-legal - terms, which appeal, so to speak, to "les donnees immediates
de la conscience" (Bergsnn), such as "serious", ·important", "gravity", etc. Of
course there are also treaties which do use quantitative terms, directly related to
the facts. Thus, e.g., the ·agreed understandings" relating to arts. I and 11 of
the ENMOD-treaty, adopted on 10 December 1976 (Convention on the Prohibition of
Military or any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques, General
Assembly resolution 31/72) translate some of the terms of the treaty, concerning
the effects of conduct into notions of pure fact. But, significantly, there was no
agreement on whether factual phenomena not co~ered by the agreed understanding to
art. I were ·allowed·, and the agreed understanding to art. 11 is explicitly only
-illustrative·. In any case the intention of causing "destruction, damage or
injury to any other State party· is made an element of the prohibition.
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"primary" and "secondary" rules. Accordingly, any such link can never be
"automatic". A "wrongful act" may be, in fact, of such negligible importance that
it should not entail the "legal consequences" determined by the "secondary" rules.
Thus, e.g., the Definition of Aggression presupposes that even an act of aggressi~n

as there defined, may be not "of sufficient gravity" to be treated as ~uch.

:he
~d

,e

51. The m!rrQl-image of this "immediate" appreciation of a particular set of
factual ~ircumstances is the principle of law called the principle of
proportionality, which in a sense may be said to underlie every link between "norm"
and "sanction" in a system of law. Here, the principle may be concretized in a
rule of "positive" law.

52. It would ~ seem necessary to refer explicitly in the draft articles of part
two to the considerations in paragraphs 50 and 51 above, which apply to !!!
subsystems of international law, provided that the two safeguards - a general
saving clause and a general machinery for dispute settlement - are adopced.

:he

mt

53. On the other hand, it may be advisable to give explicit recognition to Ute
fact that a given set of actual circumstances, in other words a factuBl situation,
may be relevant for more than one sUbsystem, or, to put it inversely, that more
than one subsystem may be applicable to such situation. ~ In such a case a
choice between, or combination of, such subsystems may be unavoidable. 111
54. In a sense, one might consider the matter of the so-called "aggravating" or
"extenuating" circumstances as falling within the scope of this choice between, or
combination of, subsystems. However, a note of caution should be entered. here.
First of all, the terminology itself is derived from municipal law systems and
practices and is, ps such, prone to evoke false analogies. Actually, many
aggravating or extenuatir~ circumstances can be taken oare of ~hrough the

to l!I A "situation", in this sense, may extend in time, in other words: cover
a series of facts occurring at different points of time.

I ...

111 Actually such choice, and such combination, are already envisaged in some
of the draft articles on circumstances precluding wrongfulness (the
"zero-parameter"). Thus, e.g., state of necessity cannot be invoked as a
justification for not complying with a rule Qf ius cogens. Furthermore, even if
the circumstances are such that, in the first instance, countermeasures are
allowed, or self-defence can be invoked, the measures actually taken should still
be ftlegitimate ill

, i.e. remain within the limits of tile applicable rules of
internati'onal law.
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)
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application of the considerations outlined in paragraphs 50 and 51 above. They are
either elaborated in the abstract rule of law itself, or DimmediatelyD apparent as
a matter of faot. lY

55. What is Illeant in paragraph 53 above is a sore.-ewhat different phenomenon,
already touched upon in paragraphs 19 and 39 and note 28, above, to wit, the
concursus of different 8ubsysteJlls~ Various types of such concursus can be
distinguished. First, the conduct of a State, which is not in conformity with what
is required of it by an international obligation of that State, may at the same
time be not in conformity with what is required by another, DparallelD,
obligation. In particular, treat! rights and obligations between States may well
be created in order to specify, in per se rules, what under partiCUlar
circumstances could be considered to be already covered by a more general rule of
customary law. 121 Similarly, and inversely, treaty rightQ and obligations may
specify, in per se rUles, conduct which, again under particular circumstances,
would otherwise be clearly not only not prohibited, but maybe even lawfUl, under
the rules of customary international law. If such DparallelD rules belong to
different subsystems of international law, a-choice between, or combination of, the
legal consequences of a breach, provided for in such subsystems, may be necessary,
when the ~rticular ~!~cumstances are present~ !QI

56. Accordingly, it may, e.g_, be that the breach of an obligation relating to the
treatment of aliens is at the same time an act committed with the intent to cause
direct damage to another State and having this effect. on the other hand, it may

W Compare para. (22) of the commentary to art. 34 of part one of the draft
(Yearbook ••• , 1980, vol. IX (Part Two), p. 60) where the ·necessary~ character of
the action in self-defence, the DproportionalityD and the DimmediacyD of the
reaction, are qualified as •••• questions which in practice logic itsalf will
answer and which should be resolved in the context of each particular caseD, a nice
combination between the most abstract and the most concrete.

W Article 43 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treatigs, in a
different context, seems, inter alia, to envisage such a situation.

~ Again, the Dzero-parameter" offers an illus~ration, under art. 35 of part
one, a duty to offer ~ompensation for damage - and no more than that - may arise
from an act, the wrongfulness of which is precluded by some of the earlier
articles. Actually, this preclusion of wrongfulness is entailed by another
DprimaryD (Danti-parallel-) rUle, with the result that there is a Dparallel" rule
belonging to a different subsystem (which some would describe as the subsystem of
·liability for injurious consequences of acts not p:ohibited by international
law·). But~ in the cases referred to in arts. 31, 32 and 33, the preclusion does
not arise if the State invoking it has contdbuted to the occurrence of the
partiCUlar situation. In such Dparticular set of circumstancesDf another subsystem
applies" nllmely~ @ subsystem of 1II1egal consequences of wrongful actsD

, even though
there still ls Dforce majeure·, a Dmaterial impossibility·, Ddistress· or .
DnecessityD.

I .. ·
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be that a breach of an obligation, though not RjustifiedR by a circumstance
precluding wrongfulness, is nevertheless committed under circumstances which should
preclude other legal consequences than the duty to compensate the damage caused.

57. It is debatable whether this type of concursus, and the interplay of
RparallelR and Ranti-parallelR primary conduct-rules which is at its basis, should
be addressed in the draft articles of part two. The problem is somewhat similar to
that dealt with in paragraphs 50 to 52 above, and it might be said that here, too 
as in the case referred to in paragraph 54 above - the relative weight of the
connecting factors with one or the other applicable subsystem is either immediately
apparent or - in the case of treaty rules - elaborated in the treaty itself. The
two safeguards (parae 52) might then be consid~red sufficient. ~

58. There are, however, two other types of concursus, where the solution is
perhaps less evident. One such type is the concursus of subsystems having a
clearly separate and different object and pu~seJ in fact, dealing with sepa~ate

and different types oZ relationship. A typical example is given by the set of
rules of international law relating to the respect for human rights in armed
conflicts. In principle, these rules are applicable even if one of the parties in
the armed conflict is an aggressor, and their observance by one party is obligatory
even if the other party does not implement its obligations under those T.ules. This
is in confo~mity with the object and purpose of protection of the human person as
such. On the other hand, the restraints those rules put on the methods of warfare
of the parties in an armed conflict, and thereby on the possibility of gaining a
Rmilitary advantageR in a concrete situation, are sometimes recognized in the
fOl:mulation of those rules themselves. In this respect - the equality of
opportunity to gain a military advantage - a neutral position of the rules, and the
non-reciprocity, are perhaps less self-evident. Actually, the conventions in this
field address the problem. But in several other fields the queztions arising from
this type of concursus are open.

59. Whereas in the example mentioned in the foregoing paragraph the lex specialis
character of the relevant rules is generally recognized, there seems to be less
consensus on the inverse question, whether the breach of an obligation under a
subsystem, which excludes a -reciprocalR breach as a response, also exc:J.udesthe
J:eeponse of non-fulfilment of an obligation under another subsystem, which is also
applicable :n the given situation. Thus, e.g., while it is accepted that a IIleJl1bf!r
State of the European Economic COm.'"aunity (EEC) cannot suspend its obligations under
the EEC Treaty towards another member State on the ground of non-fulfilment of the
latter's obligations as a member State, the question arises if the former State can
suspend its obligations outside the Ueld of the EEC Treaty. A positive response to

W Indeed the COJllDliasion has already noted, in its commentary' on. chapter V
of part one, that the articles contained in that chapter are not to be·considered
a. an exhaustive list of circWII8tances precluding wronczfulness (See YearboOk ••• ,
!!1!, vol. II (Part Two), p. 1(6).

/ ...
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the general question cOlJld be based on two arguments: (1) the object and purpose,
which exclude. a -reciprocal- breach, is not involved, and (2) since a -reciprocal
br",ach Is excluded there :1.= it partiCUlar need to provide for other :neans of
pressure to obtain observance of the other subsystem's object and purpose.

60. Both argu.ents are, however, not always decisive, because (1) the object and
pu~se of a sUbsyst.a may well include matters which are not covered by strict
rights and obligations a8 provided for in the subsystem, and (2) the second
argUMent may 108e its validity if there are other means indicated in the
.ubay.tea's organizational provisions. ~

I.. 61. Iiic.':eed, the ol'gani:iational provisions of we 8UDBYsteiii may, explicitly or
illPlicitly, exclude some legal consequences of a breach of an international
obligation, until the procedures indicated in those organizational provisions are

~ Though the treaties establishing the European Communities are of a
.pecial kind they also contain obligations which in some form or another can be
found in other Jlultilateral (e.g." the GATT) treaties, such as the obligation to
refrain frOll imposing quantitative restrictions and measures having equivalent
effect (Which are not based on certain specified over-riding non-economic purposes
such a. public health p:otection). The -direct effect- of this provision, together
with the organizational systeJl under which local courts are required to submit to
the European COurt any legal questions relating to the interpretation of the
treaty, and are bound by the European COurt's opinion - in other words: the
ca.bination of local remedies and international court decisions ~ seems to exclude
any claill frOll one a.Jlber State afJainst the other for damages, if a breach of the
obligation occurs, even if the local remedy falls short of a restitutio in integram
stricto .eillau. Actually one can discern in the European COurt's jurisprudence a
certain tendency to leaY'e at le&st some of the legal consequences of its
declarlltory decision on the interpretation of a treaty provisions or of a community
regulU.ion entirely to the deteraination of the local courts.

FUrthenao"re, there i.also roaD for the opinion that the object and pUrpose of
the treaty exclude. even counterlleasures in a field of obligations outside ·the
treaty, unle•• the organizational systell fai~s, e.g., because the local courts do
,not a.k for, or do not follow, the European COurt's decisions. EVen then, there is
:. breach of another obligation for which~ remedies - be it of a declaratory
character only - are provided for in the treaty, which must. be exhausted. A
CCIIPadllOft can be drawn with the Washington Convention on the sett.leaent of
lin..atMntdlapute., where ·dipl~tic protection- is exclucled pending the
rttl_nt procedure. between a State and a foreign investor, but -revives- if the

ward 18 not cc.plied with by that State•.
/ ...'
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Mexhausted· without avail. W Actually, all legal consequences of an
internationally wrongful act presuppose that such an act has been established and
it is a matter of organizational provisions to determine ~ this is brought
about. !y

62. Furthermore, as we have seen, the object and purpose of the subsystem may also
exclude some legal consequences of a breach of a Mprimary· international obligation
under that subsystem. Here, too, there is a limit to the exclusion, a fall back
into another sUbsystem, if the original sUbsystem fails ~ such. J2/

63. In the fc~egoin9 paragrC)phs several McircumstancesM of law and of fact,
Mprecluding· one or more legal. consequences to be arawn from an internationally
wrongful act, have been considered. We have noted that if, on the one hand, the
possibility of explicit exclusion of one or more such legal consequences in the
formation of (abstract) rules of international law is admitted, and if, on the
other hand, a general inte~national procedure of ·control· (in concreto) over the
admissibility of the drawing of legal consequences, is adopted, the task of
formulating general rules on those legal consequences is facilitated.

64. Nevertheless, it. would still seem necessary to draw up a ·catalogue· of
possible J.egal consequences in a certain order of Mgravity·, and to indicate the
(principal) ·circumstances precluding (one or more) legal consequences· in a
general way.

W There is a clear analogy with the rule of exhaustion of !25!! re~ies in
the case of ~ules concerning the treatment of aliens, particularly if one admits
that this rule only applies to the treatment of aliens within the jurisdiction of
the State in question. ~nere is also - again - a clear analogy with the Mstate of
necessityM which cannot be invoked if the MprimaryM rule in question has already
taken into account the possibility of such' a sit,gation.

!y In this connexion it seems signiflcant- that the 'EuroPean Court on Human
Rights does~ consider the rule of exhaustion of local remedies to be applicable
to a complaint of an individual that the State has not drawn the l&'9al con~equences

of a finding of the Court that there has been a'violation of his rights under the
Convention. In such a case even the exhaustion of the international remedy of a
(new) ee-plaint to the European CclaDDission on Human Rights" is - according, to the
Court - not required.

W Bere the MqualitativeM (law) and MquantitativeM (fact) aspecU of the
subsystell _et in a general breakdown..of the envisaged impleaenttition.

/ ••.1'.....
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CHAPTER IV

THE CATALOGUE OF LEGAL CONSEQUENCES

65. AB to the "catalogue~, the present Special Rapporteur, in his first report J

distinguished three "parameters", while underlining, in his second report, the
interrelationship b~tween those parameters. In the second report an attempt is
..de to analyse somewhat further the first parameter, i.e. what international law
requires of a State in case of a breach of an international obligation by that
State.

66. In this connexion another preliminary point should be noted, which was already
touched upon in paragraph 12 above. In actual international practice "State
responsibility" means that a rule of international law is invoked against State by
aa.eone else whose interests are affected in an existing factual situationJ in
general the "someone else" is another State, and the procedure of invoking is
through the diplomatic channel. Now, leaving aside the possible denial of the
State, whose responsibility is invoked, that the alleged existing factual
situation, in reality exists, !21 the first reaction of this State will be the
requirement of some "proof" that the situation really is relevant for any rule of
international law by which it is bound towards the other State invoking its
responsibilitYJ ~ if not, it will invoke its "domestic jurisdiction". In other
words, if State responsibility is invoked, immediately the relationship between the
international system - or SUbsystem - and the national system arises. Indeed,
while international law is gradually - and slowly, sometimes only "regionally" 
bUilding up its own - primarily "functional" - substratum and its own - equally
"functional" and usually weak - power structurA , one cannot escape a "debunking" of
the fiction of "the State" as the sole actor on the international stage. In other
words, as regards "the State", one has to differentiate. .

67. Actually: the functional substratum of the rules of international law is
translated into its personal and territorial prolongationso As to its personal
prolongations, this is done in part one of our draft articles by the provisions of
chapter 11, relating to the "act of the State". !!!I There the main problem is to

~ Or will come about, in the case of a "preventive" diplomatic demarche.

.!If. ·Of course,--afe saiDe ·oCcut-s the other way round if the other State is
,llegedly acting in response to a wrongful act of the first-mentioned Stat~.

. W An element of "territorial" prolongation appears in art. 28, para. 1.
COIIpare also art. 29 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, relating to
the territorial scope of treaties. Incidentally, both treaties and doctrine tend
in this re~t to focus on obligations only ("binding upon ••• ") J consequently, if
a l~ited territorial scope of a treaty is -established" some complicated questions
'ad. as to the scope of the rights in that case, partiCUlarly in respect of
nationals of the State concerned, which do rather have a genuine link with the
(au~s) terdtory of that. State which is!!2!: covered by the territorial scope
of the treaty.
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distinguish between "organs of the State" and "a person or. group of persons not
acting on behalf of the State", and to take into account their possible factual
interrelationship through conduct of the one "related to" conduct of the other,
possibly by omission. W

68. The draft articles just referred to, then, differentiate the State or national
system by making a distinction between conduct which can be considared an "act of
the State" and conduct which cannot be so considered. Thereby they tend to address
only nreaches of an international obligation which are "intentional"-as-regards
another State or construed to be so. ~ Now, obviously, mens rea is not
necessarily an element of the breach of an international obligation, quite apart
from the general inapplicability of municipal law analogies in international law.
The "state of mind" of a person, so important in many fields of municipal law, has
to be translated, in international law dealing with "States" into terms of the
internal structure of the national system. 2!1

69. The foregoing tends to saow that, in dealing with the legal consequences of an
internationally wrongful act, one cannot fail to take into account the internal
structure of the State as well as the character of the "primary" rules of
international law involved. ~ In these terms, the factual circumstances of

W This topic is touched upon in paras. 20 to 25 of the first report. The
Special Rapporteur still holds to his opinioh expressed in para. 24 thereof, though
he also still feels that there is an uneasy discrepancy between the construction of
rights of a State "in the person of its nationals" and the absence of
responsibility, i.e. in fact of obligations, of a State i~ re~pect of conduct of
persons not acting "on behalf of" the State. Of course, the ga,9 is sometimes more
or less filled by treaty provisions which "oblige" the State to "ensure" that
"persons under their jurisdiction or control" commit, or refrain from committing
certain acts. Whether treaty provisions of such a type are really meant to create
an obligation, the non-fulfilment of which entails !!! the possible legal
consequences of an internationally wrongfUl act, is another matter. Perhaps they
only reflect a "duty tQ take care".

~ Compare the notion of "constructive intent" known to ~everal municipal
legal systems in the field of penal law, such "constructive intent" being a state
of mind in which a pe~son commits an act not actually directed at a particular
consequence or effect, but knowingly accepting that consequence as a foreseeable
part of attaining a different purpose.

W If in fact there is any. If not, other constructions are necessary: see
draft arts. 14, para. ~, and 15, para. 1, second sentence in comparison with
art. 14, para. 3, and art. 15, dealing with a situation of "insurrection", in other
words, of failure of the national system as such.

~ In both cascs the legal structure is the starting point, compare draft
art. 5.
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the breach - "intentional", "fortuitous", or "incidental" - have to be
appreciated. ~

70. AS a counterpoint it may not be amiss to analyse the first parameter of the
legal consequences of an internationally wrongfUl act in terms related to the
internal structure of the State. ~ In particular, the distinction between
belated performance, CUlminating in restitutio in integrum stricto sensu, and
substitute performance, culminating in the giving of guarantees against repetition
of the breach, would seem appropriate, as well as the distinctions between the
various degrees of either performance. 221

71. Indeed the distinction between restitutio in integrum stricto sensu, and the
application of "effective" local remedies seems essential for the determination of
the first parameter of the legal consequences of a breach of an international
obligation "concerning the treatment to be accorded to aliens." 2§t

~ There is in principle no State responsibility if the "privats· author of
the act just "happens" to be a national of the State, or "happens" to be acting
within the territory of that State. There may be limits to State responsibility,
if the breach is only "incidental", to otherwise lawful conduct of State organs.

~ After all, also the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (arts. 46)
takes into account to some extent the internal structure of a State, this is
particularly apparent if one compares that provision to the one laid down in arts.
48.
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~ In this connexion the Special Rapporteur should wish to co~rect a
misunderstanding, which may have been created by the wording of arts. 4, para. 3,
as proposed in his second report. Actually, an "apology" is rather in the nature
of a compensation for immaterial, or Rmoral", d~"age suffered (a satisfaction which
may sometimes be replaced by a declaratorx judgement of an international tribunal) ,
whereas a "guarantee against repetition" - possibly in the form of punishment of
the human person who is the author of the act - obviously is a higher degree of
substitute performance.

~ If it were not considered possible that, in this field, the exhaustion of
the available local remedies might entail a "result" or "treatment" which would be
"equivalent" to that required by the international obligation, draft arts. 22 would
lose its raison d·~tre. Actually, this draft article presupposes that, in fact,
the interest of the alien is separable from the interest of the State in the
perfor~lnce of the "primary" obligation and, consequently, th~t there may be no
direct inju~ to the foreign State. Accordingly, the applicability of the local
remedies rule in cases where there is wrongful interference in international
communications seems doubtful indeed (compare the case mentioned in the second
paragraph of note 105 on page 31 of the second report, the case, mentioned ~.,
note 69 on page 22, and the "prompt release of vessels" under arts. 292 of the
draft Convention on the Law of the Sea, document A,!COOF.62/L.78 of 28 August 1981).
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Those "primary" rules of international law are obviously not meant to "preempt" ~
rules of municipal law, which are applicable also to aliens, including rules
providing for "local remedies". 211 It stands to reason that the particular
character of those "primary" rules is reflected in the legal consequences of a
breach of those rules.

i
r

I

72. In this connexion it may be noted - though it does not belong to the topic of
"State responsibility" - that the fairly recently perceived interdependences of
States in the field of human environment as a ·shared resource· has given rise to
rules of international law, showing distinctions in the "primary" rules which can
be considered as a mirror image of the distinctions in "secondary" rules, just
referred to. In general, in this field the rules do not prohibit the use of the
national part of such "shared" resource but require in successive degrees (a) the
taking into account of the environmental impacts in nationa!. regulation of such
use, (b) the "non-discrimination" between environmental impacts within and outside
the State frontiers in the application of such national regulation, and (c) the
equal access of national and foreign interested parties to local ·remedies"
provided for in such national regulations.

73. In view of the foregoing, it would seem usef~l to mention separately in the
catalogue of legal consequences of an internationally wrongful ac~ the Sdegrees· of
the first parameter, to wit: (a) stop the breach (ex nunc), (b) appli~ation of
local "remedies" (in principle working ex tunc), and (c) restitutio i~ integrum
stricto sensu (which, in a way, works ex ante). All this is ·belat~J performance"
of the original "primary", obHgation. In the case of materi~_!r.dpossibilitx

belated performance, a "substi~ute performance" is required in similar ·degrees",

~ Compare note 56 above. Compare also General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT, Basic Instruments and Selected Documents, vol. IV, Sales No.
GATT/l69-l) prohibiting measures having an effect equivalent to quantitative
restrictions (the so-called non-tariff barriers to trade) but making an exception
for measures having specified (non-commercial) purposes. Actually, the so-called
"minimum standard" - see also second report, para. 89 ---is the result of a
balancing of public and private interests. In the same way the GATT art. XX
balances the interest of free international trade with national non-commercial
interests. The "intention" of the national measure involved is decisive here, in
order to distinguish betw~en a breach of the obligation and conduct "incidentally·
causing the same effect. Furthermore, in respect of !!! obligations the
Rfortuitous· material impossibility of performance is a circumstance precluding
wrongfulness, but not necessarily precluding the duty to compensate damage caused
thereby. It is interesting to note the jurisprudence of the European Communities
Court of Justice in respect of the application of arts. 30 and 36 of the EEC
treaty, which are the equivalent of GATT provisions mentioned before. The Court
tests the effects of the national measure on the protection of the non-commercial
interest as well as the effects on intra-community trade and, in essence, applies a
functional standard of "unreasOnable interference· of the one with the other.

/ ...
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namely: (1) compensation~~ (2) reparation (in principle ex tunc), and (3) the
giving of guarantees against repetition of the breach (ex ante). 59/ All these
possible legal consequences in the first parameter can be considered as
·~elf-enforcement·of the "primary" obligation by the author State.

74. The second parameter deals with what could be called "national enforcement" by
the injured State or States, while the~ parameter deals with "international
anforcement". ~ If self-enforcement has fully taken place, the circuit is
closed. This does not necessarily mean that, in the meantime, no other measures of
enforcement may be taken, in particular measures of the second parameter. The same
goes for the relationship between the second and third parameter measures. !!I

~ Including possibly an apology as a compensation for "moral" dama~e.

COmpensation is ex nunc and is~ necessarily the pecuniary ~quivalent of 'the
"wiping out!!! the consequences of the wrongfUl act".

~ Which may include punishment of the author.

60/ The distinction between the three parameters is predicated upon the
notion of "injured" State. One might perhaps object ttat this notion tends to
reintroduce the element of "damage" in the "definition" of an internationally
wrongful act, whi~h the COmmission has rejected at an earlier stage. However,
"injury· and ·damage" are ~ identical terms. Injury means an i~fringement of a
right, and does not necessarily create a damage in the ordinary sense of the word.
Actually - in the opinion of the Special Rapporteur - a "right" is a "bundle of
potential conduct" and not a "thing" which can be damaged, though many "rights" in
this sense are connected with - and sometimes expressed in terms of - "pLysical"
objects.

On the other hand, in determining the legal consequences of a particular
wrongful act of a State under interrAtional law, it is simply unrealistio to put
all other States on the same footing. It is all right to recognize that some
conduct of a State, which is a breach of an international obligation, may infringe
a "fundamental interest of the international community as a whole", but that does
not mean that each individual State (other than the ~uthor State which also belongs
~that international community) is an "injured" State. It ~ay be that in case of
such conduct some other States or ev~n all other States, ar~ entitled, or even
obliged, to take fueasures or to accept Durdens resulting from such measures, but
this is a matter of international enforcement. The use of the term "obligation"
tends to hide the conGomitant rights and to blur the distinction between a right to
a certain conduct or action which is the consequence of (the breach of) that
obligation, and the right which is the origin of the obligation in the sense of
being protected by it, those two rights do not necessarily appertain to, and
appertain only to, the same subject of international law, under the same conditions.

W Actually, the three parameters are - as the word "parameter" already
indicates - ~related parts of a total system of "closing the circuit" (see
para. 17 above). This interrelationship also appears in the possible fallback on
another subsystem if the original subsystem as a whole fails. Thus, e.g., while
some international obligations in the field of resPeCt for human rights may, in
individual cases, be left to self-enforcement by the State concerned, a "gross",
"persistenta and "widespread" violation may call for other measures of enforcement.
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75. The catalogue of ·degrees· of second parameter measures is similarly
structured as that of the first parameter measures. One can distinguish here:
(1) the mere non-recognition of the situation resulting from the breach,
(2) the unilateral termination of the relationship, ~ (3) the "balancing"
countermeasure, W (4) the countermeasure in another field of relationship,
(5) measures of "self-help·, and, finally, (6) the ultimate measure of
self-defence. W

76. As already remarked in paragraph 74 above, the first and second parmaeter
measures may ·ovarlap· in time. Though, generally, the author State must be given
an opportunity for self-enforcement, W there is no rule excluding ill second
parameter measures pending such self-enforcement.

77. Second and third paraneter measures also ·overlap·, be it in a different way.
Actually, it is here that we encounter the prdolem of determining the "injured·
State or States. W This is, clearly, primarllly a matter of the ·primary" rules

62/ This applies to the future: see art. 70~ para. 1, under (b), of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. It should be recalled that in the case
of suspension of the relationship, there even reaains some obligation as regards
the future: see in art. 72, para. 2, of the Vienna COnvention the obligation to
refrain from acts tending to obstruct the resumption of the operation of the
treaty, an obligation to some extent comparable to the one, laid down in art. 18 of
the Vienna COnvention.

~ In the same field of relationship, such measure goes further than a
termination or suspension of the relationship, which does also release the other
party or parties from any obligation further to perform the treaty. In thh
connexion one has to distinguish the balancing countermeasute from the situation,
described in art. 65, para. 5, of the Vienna COnvention.

!!I Which may comprise ~easures in Qrder to guarantee a non-repetition of the
breach. In the present context it does not seem necessary to enter into the
question of the possible legality or illegality, according to the circWlStanQes, of
measures designed to preve~ an imminent breach, though the prohibition of the
"threat· of force in Art. 2 (4) of the Unit.ed Nations O1arter I.!nd the fac-t that
art. 2 of ~~e Definitio~ of Aggression considers the "first use of armed force" as
constituting only-·prima facie evidence of an act of.aggression" have soiie·puzzl1ng
aspects. But perhaps we are here rather in the f.i:.eld of'the "iumediatea

appreciation, referred to above in para. 50, note 35, and para. 54.

W Compare also the general duty of prior notification in art. 65 of tile
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties - to which provision para. 5 of bie
article does not seem to intend to stipulate a real e:xception - and art. ~5 o)~ the
eame Conventions a belated consent.

!§/ -coiapare the preliminary ~e~t, paras. 62 and f0l:lowing, in particular
the last .entence of para. 62.
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involved. Indeed, the degree of involvemen~ of States parties in a breach of an
international obligation i~sed by a multilateral treaty is the problem
article 60, para9r~ph 2, of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties attempts
to IIOlve by distinguishing (a) the -defaulting" party, (b) the "party specially
affected by the br.ach-, and (c) other parties to the treaty. The provision
ther.by recognize. ~Idt the mere fact that a State is a party to a treaty does not
nec••••rily make it .n -injured" State in the case of a breach of an obligation
iJlPO'led by that treaty. On the other hand the fact that a State is~ a (formal)
party to a treaty does not necessarily exclude it from being injured by such a
b;::,e.ch. §1/

78. The same question arises in respect of rules of international law established
by other ·sources· than treaties. !!I In particular, there may well exist
-regional- customary law.

79. Pu~theraore it cannot be a prior~ exclUded that a breach of an international
obligation laid down in a bilateral creaty in reality is committed in order to
-injure- a third State. W

80. Actually, the relationship breach/injury is primarily a factual relationship
and the question is under what circumstances this factual relationship is -
by law - translated into a legal relationship between author State and injured,
i.e. -non-third-, State. Traditionally, international law is rather reluctant to

§1/ COmpare preliminary report, para. 96. Compare also the position of
-third- States for which a right arises under art. 36 of the Vienna Convention.

!!I Thus, one could regard the -inherent- right of collective self-defence
both as a recognition that a State not attacked may have the status of -injured
State, ~ a. a substitute for collective enforcement by the organized community of
State. a. a whole.

!!I Thi. i. the inverse of the situation dealt with in draft art. 27 of
part one. An exupl~ .ight be a bilate,~al treaty on trade bet1f8en States A and B,
ln~fIbtCh n. "'Or19tn- Ofp-tOduct6-0f-the states concerned is de1:ermiriecrtalfiilg- into
account the econo.ic relations of either State with a third State or States. A
related question in this connexion is wbether the actual treablent given by a
State A to another State B, in breach of a treaty between those two States, is
relevant for the rights of a third State which is a beneficiary State under a
~st-favour.d-nation clause in a treaty it has concluded with State A. In short,
~re1ationahipa between different sets of States .ay be -interlocked- either only in
:fact o:r 81110 in la., just like they ..y be interlocked in law. - througb a
iIIult1l4\teral treaty - but not in fact.

I ...
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perform such translation 1QI being essentially "bilateral-.inGed". 1!1 Of course,
even traditional international law, in respect of a breach of an international
obligation imposed by a rule of customary law, recognized the factual possibility
of more than one state being "injured· by one and the same conduct of another
State. 1Y

81. Modern international law seems to admit increasingly a "constructive injury"
to a ~te, either as a result of its participation in multilateral rUle-aaking, ~
as a result of the recognition of extra-Sta'te interests I"eing protected by the
primary rule of international law. 1lI In both cases the ·primary· rule of

]]V Also in the inverse situation of responsibility of a State in connexion
with a wrongful act of another State. compare draft arts. 21 and 28.

W Compare the ICJ JUdgements in the Notteboiun and BarceloM Traction cases,
compare also the much criticized !CJ Judgment in the case of Ethiopia and Liberi,a
vs. Union of south Africa. {For the texts of the judgments in those cases see.
NOttebohm case, JUdgement, I.C.J. Reports 1953, p. 11, and ~., 1955, p. 4,
Barcelona Traction case, Judgement, I.C.J. Re~rts 1961, p. 9, ibid., 1964, p. 6,
and ibid., 1910, p. 3, SOuth West Africa case, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1962,
p. 319, and ibid., 1966, p. 6). See also prelimaty report, para. 62. link with
the principle of "non-intervention in the external affairs of another State", in
the 1981 debate in the Sixth COmmittee on the ILC report the representative of
China also referred to the relevance of this principle in the present context.
(A/C.6/36/SR.45, para. 37).

lY CoGilpare preliminary report, para. 63. The tendency is to be noted tQ
avoid the actual existence of "parallel rights of p~otectionU, particularly w~ere

it is possible to consider the injury of a State as only "derivedD from ~~e inju~¥

of another State. The inverse case of joint reSponsibility of 'a member S~te of an
international organization and that organization itself seems to be envisaged in
the Third United Nations COnference on the Law of the sea. See document Fe/27, the
division of competences as to the various stages of jurisdiction in the same field
of activities seems to inspire this partiCUlar provision.

W The factual effect of. a- breach of an internat1oi:al r;".L1gation imposed by
a multilateral treaty is underlined by the formllla "that a material breach of it8
provisions by one party radically changes the pOsition of every other party with
respect to the further performaf.\E! of its obligations under the treaty· in
art. 60 (2) I,lnaer e; of tl'ieVienna Q)nvennon-on tlie" Law ofytea1:1es·;a-ro~r=.:;:'u"'1'""a<'"'·

similar to that contained in art. 62 (1) under b, of the same Conventio.n, dealing
with "fundamntal change of circumstances". A similar approach can be found in
several provisions of the Vienna COnvention on Succession of States 1n Re8pect of
Treaties. ccapare "tIOuld radically change the conditions for its operation· in
arts. 15 (b), 17 (2), 18 (3), 19 (3), 27 (5), 30 (2) (a), etc. But art. 60 (2)
under e, ot the COnvention on the' Law of Treaties also refers to· the ·character" of
the treaty it8elf, and the cbaracter of particular"'"'treaties is also relevant 'in
:ac:.e of the provisions, just aenUoned, of the Convention on SUQCe••~ !>f States,
a8 well ae in other provisions of that_Convention, such as art. 17 ·(3) •
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international law itaelf has to create the -constructive injury- either explicitly
or ireplicitly. The ..re fact of being a patty to .. ii\llt11ate1'8l treaty, and the
.ere .entioning, in the rule, of non-State -entities-, do not, in th.aselves,
suffice to create that effect in reilpect of second paraaeter ri9hts, let alone
third paraaeter obligations. Indeed there are many multilater~l treaties - and
rules of custoaary international law - which create only bilateral legal
relationships, be it of unifora content. Thus, e.9., the envisaged new Convention
on the Law of the Sea - and the rule. of customary international law it may
·codify· - does regulate a nuaber of legal relationships between coastal States and
flag State., between coastal States inter se and flag States inter se, but this in
itaelf does not .ean that any State party to that Convention is -injured- by a
breach of an obligation under that Convention, by another coastal State (or flag
State) via-A-vis another flag State (or coastal State). The possibility of
-splitting· up a IlUltt~ateral treaty into a number of bilateral relationships i.
recognized - be it alae li.ited - in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties'
articles on r~servations1!1 and on modification of multilateral treaties between
certdn of the parties only (article 41). No modification inter se is} of coune,
allowed in respect of rules of ius cogens in view of the extra-State interest
involved.

82. On the other hand.. to keep to examples drawn from the law of the sea, coastal
States' rights and flag States' rights cannot, in principle, be -transferred- to
another State nor exercised for the benefit of another State. Bowever, a
-regionalbation· of such rights uy be allowed. W

1JI A re.ervation formulated by StatE: A and accepted by State B, but objected
to - in the manner described at the end of art. 20 (4) (b) - by State C entails the
r.sult that between State A and State B the treaty applies to the extent JIOdif!ed
by the reservation (art. 21 (1», between State A and State C the treaty provisions
apply not at all, and between State B and State C the treaty applies in its
uu.odified fora (art. 21.(2».

W CoIIpare the effect of ·co-operative arrangeJIents- on third State. in
art. 211 (3) of the Draft Conventiort on the Law of the Sea. Article 199 of the
Convention obliges State. -in the area affected- ee co-operate -in eliminating the
effects of pollution and preventing or minimi~ing the damage· and to -jointly
develop and prOllOte contingency plans·, it is not quite clear, however,' whether
such regional co-opez:ation a180 has an effect on the applieation of art. 221 in the
aense that the ·proportionality· of the measure in relation to thll actual or
threatened daliage ia appliecl for each of the co-operating States individually
;rather than in reapeet to the are••a a whole and the 8um total of the ...8urer3
taken by each co-operating State.. One might well aee here an analogy with
·coUectiflt .elf-defence·.

/- .;
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83. Furthermore, nothing seems to prevent the creation of ·solidarity· - in the
relationships between the parties to a multilateral treaty - of the other parti~s

vis-A-vis a breach of an obligation under the multilateral treaty by one of
them. W

84. It would seem that a "constructive injury· may also result from the ·object
and purpose· of the ·primary· rule or set of rules. Actually the introduction of
extra-State interests as the object of protection by rules of international law
~ towards the recognition of an actio popularis of every state having
participated in the creation of such extra-State interest, the other possibilities
of enforcement being either only self-enforcement, or enforcement by the ·subject·
to which this extra-State interest is allocated for this purpose. 111

W A -draft Convention on Investments Abroad· proposed in 1959 and at some
time under consideration by the Organisation for European Economic Co-operation 
now the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) - contained
an art. IV (see Journal of Public Law, vol. 9" No. 1, pp. 116 et seg.), the second
sentence of which reads as follows: -The Parties shall not recognize or enforce
within their territories any measures conflicting with the principles of this
Convention and affecting the property of nationals of any of the Parties' until
reparation is made or secured-. Such provision would go further than what is
mentioned in the present paragraph. inasmuch as it deals also with measures taken
by non-parties to the Convention. Whether this is admissible or not is not the
point here. In any case the clause is valid as between the States parties to the
Convention and creates a -constructive injury- of the State party whose national
is not a victim of the measure. A similar clause - this time limited to the
parties to the Convention - is contained in art. VIII of the above draft, which
reads: -If a Party against which a judgment or award is given fails to comply with
the terms thereof, the other Parties shall be entitled, individually or
collectively, to take such measures as are strictly required to give effect to that
jUdgment or award-. See also art. 64 of the Washington Convention on the
Settlement of Investment Disputes, as interpreted by Br6ches, in Recueil des COurs
de l'Academie de Droit International, 1972, vol. 11, pp. 379-380.

111 This -subject- may be an individual human person - compare the individual
complaint to the European Commission on Human Rights under the European COnvention
on Human Rig,.ts - or an international organization. An interesting example of a
combination of self-enforcement - inclUding a duty to provide for special local
remedies - and a -declaratory- enforcement through an international tribunal is
found in the European Convention on State Immunt~y and its Additional Protocol,
under the Convention, a State party is under ~n ~ernational obligation to give
effect to a jUdgement of a foreign national court it. a case in which it cannot
claim State immunity in respect of the jurisdiction ~f that Court. See arts. 20
and 21 of the Convention and arts. 1, 4 and 6 of the l'rotocol (Por th0 texts of the
COnvention and Protocol, see International Legal Materials, vol. XI, 1972,
pp. 470-489)~

/ ...
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85. The exi.tenc~ of a "derived" or a "c~nstructive" injury does not necess"rily
mean that ~. "injured" State i8 ~ntitled to take all the measures of the second
paraMeter catalogue. 1!1 In par.ticular, self-defence, self-help and
counter..asures outside the field of the relationship involved in the breach are
p~obably not allowed (at least not without a collective decision to this effect).
In other words, there may be a correlation between the degree of involvement in the
injury and the degree of second parameter measure allowed.

86. Obviously, if one and the same conduct of State A is internationally wrot~ful

both 1n respect of State B and of State C and causes separable injuries to both
States, there 1s no reason ~hy State B and State C would not both be entitled to
take !!! second parametet measures independentlY, to the extent that such measures
Are allowed at all. The situation is less clear ~ilen State C·s injury is a
·'derived", a "constructive" or an "extra-State" injury. Actually, it is the
"primary" rule which determines not only the international obligation, but also the
right which it intends to pro~ect, in other words, the injury caused by the breach
of this obligation. By the same token it is the "primary" rule which should
determine to what extent State C is entitled to national enforcement (second
paraMeter measures) or, for that matter, entitled to claim self-enforcement by the
&uthor State, particularly the various types of s~bstitute performance (first
parameter). W

87. M already remarked, traditional international law is "bilateral minded".
~ 18 90~s for all the three s~ages of the process of international law. Being a
~rty to a "primary" legal relationship, being a "p~rty" to the breach of an
i~t&~national obligation, and having a E!Fsona standi for the p~rpose ef activating
an international procedure of "remedy" 80/ are different stages, the first not

78/ Indeed - as noted above in para. 80 - the traditional tendency towards
"bilateralism" limits even the mere recognition of a "derived" injury.

121 In this connexion the question arises as to whether State C can claim
reparation if State B has settled A!! claim against State A, possibly by a waiver
of that claim. In the Barcelona Traction case this complication was one of the
reasons for ICJ not to admit the existence of a "derived" injury to Belgium, in the
Advisory Opinion on Reparation for Injuries SUffered in the Service of the United
Nations (I.C.J. RepOrts, 1949, p. 174), however, the independent claim of the
United Nations was considered by ICJ a8! a corollary of the independenoe of the
united Nations itself and the complication of parallel claims was taken lightly.
The difference between the two cases i.s, of course, that in the latter case there
was a concursus of two separable wron~,s, flowing from the breach by one and the
same conduct of two distinct rules of .tnternational law, one analogous to a ruh~ of
diplomatic la. and the other relating to the treatment of (private) aliens. But
then it would perhaps have been mor~ logical to consider the second claim as being
only sUbsidiarx to the first, or, what aJIIOunU to the same as "preempted" by the
first claim, if actually brought and hono"~-ed.

!!I caapare a180 preliminary report, paras. 39-42.
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necessarily entailing the second, let alone I;he third. Consequently, whi.le the
possibility of a purely factual situation, where one "act of a State" causes injury
to more than one other State, has always been recognized, traditional international
law has been hesitant to admit ·derived·, "constructive· or ·extr~-Stdte~

injury. 811

88. Thus, as we have seen, obligbtions imposed by the ru16" .,f general customary
law are "bilateralized", and the same goes, in principle, fl.)!C,'lbligations imposed
by treaties: pacta t~rtiis nec nocent nec prosunt. Even bel"~ a formal p~rty to a
multilateral treaty does not necessarily make a State a (full} "party" to a~y (e~en

material) breach of an international obligation under that treaty. On the ~,thet'

hand, it is admitted that a treaty (particularly a treaty establishing an
"objectiv~ regime") may create "rights" for State which is not a (formal) party to
il, and~ though these "rights" may be taken away by the formal parties to the
trea~y through modification of the treaty without the con~ent of the "third" State
(a sharp contrast with the position of the fo~ party to the treaty, as
determined by article 41 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties), one may
assume that the "third" State may be injured by a breach of an obligation un~er the
tr~aty. 821

89. The degree of being a "third" State in respect of a ~primary" legal
relationship necessarily influences the degree of being a "party" to a breach of
the international obligation which is only an element of that legal relationship.
While, in modern international law, it is certainly not generally correct to state
"that an obligation to perform specific acts, by way ~f L~paration for the damage

811 Indeed, the notion of "sovereignty" of each individual State implies a
separation between foreign sovereign States as regards legal relationships in any
of the three stages, even to the extent of not admitting the "third" State to
obtain a purely declaratory judgement of an international court.

~ In principle, however, no "rights" of State C as regards State A under a
treaty between States A and B may be created by a treaty between States Band C.
But, here again, the ~cta tertiis rule may be set aside in a treaty between State B
and State C inasmuch as State C may invoke, as regards State B, a (legal)
relationship between St,ate B and State A (most-favoured-nation clause)J even there
the rule is not without exceptions. The pacta tertils rule may also be set aside
through "regionalization": see para. 82 above. Actually, while the "bilateralism"
inherent in the ("functional") rule of reciprocity is only relevant for the
application of the most-favoured-nation clause if expresaly so provided, and the
fact that the beneficiary State could get the "favour" requested by becoming a
~ to the treaty, to which the granti~~ State and the most-favoured nation are
parties, is ~ considered relevant, there are objective regimes of a "territorial"
kind (frontier traffic, land-locked States) and of a ·personal· kind (generalized
system of preferencesJ according to many also: regional integration regimes
inclUding a measure of common jurisdiction) to which the most-favoured-nation
clause does not apply. In short~ the notion of -third State" is far from being
self-evident.

/ ...
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or otherwise, can only derive from an agreement between the State committing the
breach and the injured state, ~ naither can the statement of Grotius 84/ ·that
kings .~. have the right of demanding punishment ••• on account of injuries
which ••• excessively violate the law of nature or of nations in regard to any
~r8Gns whatsoever •••• be accepted without qualification as a description of
~e8ent-day international law. Nevertheless, the latter statement comes closer to
the truth, be it that the response to such ·excessive violations· is nowadays
generally made subject to the control of the organized community of states.

considers as ef
existence of ot
the draft artic

90. At the same time, the obligation of a ·third· State to react to a given
violation makes its appearance in international law. Here again there are various
de9re~ of such obligation. One may distinguish between (a) an obligation not to
III r 8CQ9ni ze as legaP the result of such violation by the author State, (b) an
obligation to ·accept· for oneself some ·injurious" consequences of measures
lawfully taken by the injured State in response to the violation, and (c) an
obligAtion to take (positive) measures in order to restore the situa~ion as it
existed before the breach, and possibly even in order to prevent a repetition of
the breach. 85/

91. Such obligations to "react" of a ·third" State are obviously an element of
international enforcement which presupposes an organized community of States which,
AS such, reacts against a violation of a rule of international law which it

!@/ Kelsen, as quoted in the second report, note 37. There may, however,
exist international obligations, the ~reach of which does~ entail any duty of
substitute performance.

!!I ~.

~ There is here a certain analogy with the distinction between ex nunc,
ex tunc and ex ante, made earlier in the preliminary and second reports. The
obligation under (a) is in reality an obligation not to support a posteriori the
breach committed by the author State, while the obligation under (b) may, e.g.,
include a suspension of obligations of the injured State as regards freedom of
movement of persons and goods towards the "third" state, and possibly even an
obli~ltion of the "third· State not to substit~te the movement of its persons and
goods towards the author State for that from the injured State towards the author
State. ObvioJsly the distinction, in a situation of ·conflict" between State A and
State B, between Cls attitude as non-support of B, neutral, or support of A may be
gradual indeed. .!!I Thia

compare para. I
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considers as essential for the protection of~ fundamental interests. ~ The
existence of obligations of this kind is, so to speak, a prelude to part three of
the draft articles on State responsibility. ~.

!!I This organized international community need not be a universal oneJ
compare para. 83 above. But the obligation cannot, in principle, affect the rights
of a State which does not belong to that community. Of course, here also there may
be concursusl compare collective, as cHstinguished from individual, self-defence.'

!11 At the same time they underline the particular position of ·primary·
obligations imposed by a decision of a compete; internatonal organization,
including judicial decisions. COmpare also ,fe~iminary report, paras. 69-78.
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CHAPTER V

THE ·LINK- BETtmEN A BREACH OF AN INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATION
AND THE LEGAL CONSEQUENCES THEREOF

92. Aa may have appeared. from the above, the process of international law, from
the for.-tion of its rules to their enforcement, is determined by its structure, or
rath.r by the structure or ·character· of its subsystems and the relationships
bet~.n those subsystems. ·State responsibility· is only one phase in this total
proc.ss of international law, it cannot but take into account the earlier and late,
ph.s.s of the process. !!I

93. It would seem, therefore, that any meaningful and acceptable ·codification· of
rul•• of international law on state responsibility should be placed within the
fr...work of, o~ the one hand, a general clause admitting explicit or implicit
deviation from those rules in a particular subsystem of rules of international law,
and, on the other hand, of a general clause on the procedure of settlement of
disputes relating to the interpretation of those rules. Even within such a
fra..work it should be made clear that the rules are not exhaustive in the sense
that they purport to describe ·automatic· legal consequences, entailed by an
internationally wrongful act, whatever the circumstances of the particular case.
Only with those three ·safeguards· could one - in the opinion of the Special
Rapporteur - venture to draw up abstract rules in this field. ~I

!!I In this connexion it should be pointed out once again that there are
Sub8Y8te~ of international law which govern a particular ·substratum· of
internationAl situations, without necessarily creating ·primary· rights and
obligations in the strict sense of the word. Thus, e.g., the GAIl"l' provisions
concerning ·nullification or impairment· of ·advantages·, and the lCAO provisions
relating to ·hardships· -caused by one member State to another. Other subsystems 
notably in the field of international environmental law - avoid the ·State
responsibility· phase altogether.

!!I AS was pointed out above, this approach has much in common with the
approach the Commission adopted in respect of chapter V of part Oh~ of the draft
articles, dealing with (the ·zero parameter· of) ·circumstances preclUding
wrongfUlness·. Indeed, in arts. 30, 34 and 35 - and, to a certain extent, ~ven in
art. 33 - there is a certain overlap with part two. Furthermore, art. 29 may even
be regarded as a ·deviation ad hoc·, a real deviation is taken into aceount; in
art. 33, para. (2), under (b). In this connexion it should be recalled that
another ·circumstance precluding wrongfulness· is dealt with in art. 18, para. 2,
of the draft articles, compare preliminary report, para. 79.
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94. Everyone of the many different "regimes" (or "subsystems·) of State
responsibility (see para. 6 above) is in present-day international law sUbject to
the universal system of the United Nations Charter, inclUding its elaboration in
unanimously adopted ·declarations" such as the Declaration of principles of
Internation~\ Law etc. and the Definition of Aggression, and inclUding al&, its
built-in provisions on collective and individual self-defence. Surely, there is no
consensus on the exact scope and content of this universal system. The Special
Rapporteur submi ts, however, that the Commission is not called upon to elaborate,
let alone try to improve this system. One simply has to accept its "deviations·,
its ·non-exhaustiveness" and its "interpretation-mechanism· as overruling any of
the draft articles on State responsibility which the Commission has adopted and
will adopt in the future.

95. ~,other legal phenomenon - one could hardly call it a system or subsystem 
the Commission (or so it seems to the Special Rapporteur) has to accept as
axiomatic, is the open-ended body of rules called ius cogens. Again there is no
consensus on the exact scope - including its, possibly graduated, "force· 2QI - and
content of this legal phenomenon. But its existence is accepted in present-day
international law, and the future development of its content is unforeseeable and,
indeed, by definition left to ·the international community as a whole·. In
principle, that "international community as a whole" would also have to develop the
"content, forms and degrees of State responsibility" resulting from any breach of
an international obligation imposed by a rule of ius cogens. In this field,
however, the Commission, by provisionally adopting article 19 of part one of the
draft articles on State responsibility, would seem to be, equally ·provisionally·,
bound to indic~te at least some possible legal consequences of the distinction it
made between "international crimes" and other internationally wrongful acts,
subject, of course, to what has been stated in paragraph 94 above, and subject to
the general ·safeguards" indicated in paragraph 93 above. 2!1 This point will be
dealt with later in the present report.

96. For the purposes of drafting rules relating to the le9al consequences of
internationally wrongful acts it would seem useful to distinguish - at least as a
start - international obligations imposed by (a) general customary international
law, (b) conventional international law (i.e. "treaties"), and (c) international
jUdicial, quasi-judicial, and other decisions of "international organizations·. ~

90/ Referenc:e may aga.:in be made to para. 79 of the preliminary report.

2!1 These two provisos are particularly important in respect of art. 19,
para. (3) (a).

~ Indeed, the increasing organizational elements in those three legal
phenomena cannot but influence the modalities of the legal consequences (and
"implementation" thereof) of a breach of an interfiational obligation imposed by the
·primary rule".

I ...
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97. ~fr~ the general legal system embodied in the United Nations Charte~
(para. 94 above) and ius cogen~ (para. 95 above) general ~ustomary international
law creates legal relationships between States of a bilat4ual character. To an
internationally wrongful act of one State corresponds the injuty of one other
state. In prl\.nciple, therefore, the whole range of first parametQr and second
para=ter legal consequences apply. W Now the question arises whether one can
distinguish between obligations under general customary international law according
to their character, and draw from such distinction conclusions as to an a priori
exclusion of certain ·degrees" of legal consequences in the first and second
parUMttera• .llI

98. Generally, the international obligations of one State vis-A-vis another State
under the rules of customary international law, dealt with here, are limitations on
the sovereignty o~ one State in view of the equal sovereignty of another State. It
does~ follow, however, that the breach of any such obligation infringes in the
same way the sovereignty of the other State. As a matt-Ier of fact, customary
international law differentiates between the various "emanations" of the

93/ Subject to the eAclusion of particular legal consequences by virtue of
other rules of international law, these limitations will be discussed separately.
ObVIOusly, a priori exclusion of some legal consequences and limitations resulting
from other rules of international law tend to meet in a point where no distinction
between the two can be made.

!!I Another question is whether there is always a perfect correlation between
the breach ot a internatio~al obligation and the infringement of a right. A
negative answer to this question seems to be implied by the existence of
·circumstances precluding wrongfYlness·. ~n any case, beyond the ·no legal
consequences" - except possibly by virtue of art. 35 of part one - stipulated in
principle by a ·curcumstance preclUding wrongfulness", and as!! l~gal consequences·
stipulated in principle in the present paragraph, there may be room for other
a priori exclusions of~ legal consequences. Thus, while in gen~ral a specific
·primary· rule of international law (particularly a rule of customarl international
law) can be considered as having fully balanced the interests of the States
concerned for ~ circumstances in imposing a specific obligation on one of them,
it may also be that such specific rule of international law in reality leaves room
for a distinction between conduct of a State which is ·inherently·, conduct which
is ·fortuitously·, and conduct which is "incidentally" in conflict with that
"primary· rule, at least for the determination of the legal consequences of such
conduct. In other words: it may not be easy to establish what, for the purposes
of the legal consequences of an "act of a State" - in the terms of art. 16 of our
draft articles, "is required of it by that obligation"c The - non-exhaustive 
·list" of "circumstanced preclUding wrongfulness· - in particular arts. 31, 32
and 33 - confirms this analysis. If one wants to keep a sharp distinction between
·primary· and "secondary· rules, the articles just Mentioned definitely belong to
the first category. .

/ . .,.
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!lI As to the ~~ of the category of obligations "concerning the treatment
to be accorded by a State (within its jurisdiction) to aliens" it should be noted
that (a) it does not cover diplomatic law, (b) it does not cover the treatment of
foreign ships under the customary law of the sea, (c) it does not cover
obligatior.~ to respect human rights, eVen if within the framework of such
obligations a distinction is made betwen human persons who are, and those who are
not nationals of the State concerned.
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sovereignty of the States involved. In particular, it distinguishes between
sovereignty stricto sensu, jurisdiction ~tricto se~, and exc~usive right of use
of territory. ~ Accordingly, the obligations under general lnternational
customary law to respect the "sovereignty" of other States, relate respectively to
sovereignty stricto sensu (compare the terms "territorial. jntegritI and political
independen~"), to jurisdiction stricto sensu (compare the various Wimmunities")
and to use of territory (compare the obligations concerning the "treatment of
aliens" admitted to the territory). Tb these obligations are added - in view Qf
the particular international status of their "environment" - obligations relating
to foreign ships (and similar means).

99. Is this differentiation of obligations relevant to the determination of the
legal consequences of a breach of such obligations? The Special Rapporteur is
inclined to give an affirmative answer to this question. 96/ At any rate - taking
into account the non-exhaustiveness of the articles to be drafted in part two - a
differentiation as regards obligations relating to the treatment of aliens as
distinguished from obligations to respect the sovereignty stricto sensu of a
foreign State, is at the basis of article 5 as proposed in the second report. 97/
The main point of difference in (first parameter) legal consequences of the breach

~ Admittedly, this distinction is not always clear in international
doctrine and practice. In particular, IIsovexeignty" and -jurisdictionll are oft.en
used as indicating the same notion, while exclusive right of use of territory is
often not distinguished from either (except in the relatively novel term of
"permanent sovereignty over natural resources"). No doubt the personification of
the State is responsible for this confusion of the functional, personal and
territorial aspects of the State, corresponding to its separQte "responsibilities"
of self-maintenance -(political), of maintenance of "law and order" (legal), and of
providing for the well-beir.g of its nationals (sceia-economic). However that may
be, what interests us here is not so much the terminology, but rather the essence.

2!1 Particularly in connexion with the distinctions made in note 94 in
para. 97 sU2ra. Actually those distinctions are analogous ones, this time in
relation to the author State's conduct as an exercise of its sovereignty
stricto ce~3U in its external relations ("inherent" conflict), its excluaive right
of use of itS territory ("fortuitous" conflict), and its jurisidction stricto sensu
("incidental" conflict).
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of an obligation is here that, in principle, a restitutio in integrum stricto sensu
is not required and can be replaced by a substitute performance. 2!1

100. While it is relatively easy to distinguish between obligations under general
customary international law as regards respect of foreign sovereignty stricto sensu
and obligations as r(:tgards the treatmtlnt of aliens within the territory, other
obligations under geueral (lL!stomary international law are less easy to
clas.ifY.!2/ Actually, as regards jurisdictiof\ ~icto sensu, it is even
controversial whether there are any ·real" obligations and rights under general
customary law, except in respect of the enforcement phase of jurisdiction. 100/
"Real" obligations and rights ~re, however, provided for in the rules of general
customary international law relating to, on the one side, immunities, diplomatic
and other, and on the other side, foreign ships. 101/

!!I Compare the three international arbitral awards in the Libyan
nationalization cases, discussed inter alia in American Journal of International
~, vol. 75, No~ 3, pp. 416 et seg.

!!I Even in respect of the first mentioned distinction there is, of course,
always the possibility of a concursus in fact, art. 5, para. 2, as proposed in the
second report attempts to take account of this fact.

100/ Compare the Lotus case (The case of t!!!t SS "Lotus~, P.C. I.J. JudSlemel!!!!.,
No. 9r Series AI No: lD} in which P.C~!.Je, howav~f6 seems to have overlOOked the
partiCUlar status of ships, both the 1958 Geneva Convention on the High Seas and
the present draft Convention on the Law of th~ Sea overrule the Lotus decision.
Apart from the special position of ships, international practice shows that in
matters of jurisdi~tion stricto sensu reference is made rather to obligations of
"comity· than of "law". Nevertheless these ·non-ob)igations", are treated in a way
analogouS to the treatment of "real· obligations, inasmuch as "countermeasures" are
sometimes taken as a response to a foreign exercise of jurisdiction stricto sensu
considered to be not in conformity with such rules of "comity". In this connexion
it is interesting to note ~he B~itish Protection of Trading Interests Bill of
31 October 1919 (Halsbury's Statutes of Engl~, 3rd ed., pp. 305 et s~.), which
provides for: a declaration of foreign requirements as "inadmissible", entail: ;\g a
prohibition of compliance with such require,nents, and even provides for a right of
recovery of "multiple damages· paid under a foreign judgement. Note that the Bill
envisages a declaration of inadmissibility of a foreign requirement, inter alia,
·(a) if it infringes the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom or is otherwise
prejUdicial to the sovereignty of the United Kingdom, or (b) if compliance with the
requirement would be prejudicial to the security of the United Kingdom or to the
relations of the Government of the United Kingdom with the Government of any other
country·.

101/ Si9nificarntly, however, as regards foreign ships passing through the
territorial waters, both the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and the
Contiguous zone, and the new draft Convention on the Law of the Sea formulate the
limitations ~f the coastal State's jurisidiction in criminal and civil matters in
terms of "should·.
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1nl. It is typical for the structure of cU8tOBary international law relating to
-llll11lunities- and to the legal status of .hipe - both in older doctrine often
expre~sed in terms of -territory-, e.g., -exterritoriality· of foreign diplomatic
missiofis, -B ship is territory of the f.~g-State- - that the obligations of a State
to grant immunity and to respect the special status of foreign ships are utched by
obligations of the State enjoying this i_unity or specill1 status. ThU8 the
activities of foreign diplomatic mi••ion8 .u.t remain wi~bin certain 11Qit8, and
foreign ships should act - innocently·. 102/ If the.e obligation. of the sending
State, namely, the flag-State, are IIreal- obligations, the que.tion ari8e. of the
legal consequences of a br~ach of ouch obligations. 103/ 'l'he an.wer to this
question is not entirely clear in all c..... In it. Judg...nt of 24 May 1980 in
the case Conl::erning the Diplomatic and Consular Staff in 'l'eheran, 104/ the
International Cou~t of Ju.tice held that an abu.e of dipla.atic function. could
never ju.tify a violation of diplomatic immunity. In a recent incid.nt concerning
the pres.nee of a USSR war.hip in Swedi.h water. t~. Gover~nt of Swed.n
apparently held that article 23 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the ~rritorial

Sea and the Contiguous Zone did not prevent Swed.n from retaining the foreign
warship in its waters for the purpose of fact-finding. 105/ The new Draft
Convention on the Law of the S.a contain8 var iou8 provision. regarding the prOllP't
release of foreign (mer~hanti ve•••l. and th.ir erew., in ca.. tbey have been
arrested on the ground of violation of r9gulation8, upon the posting of a
reasonable bond or other financial secudty. 106/ It is controversial whether the
rule of exhaustion of local remedies applies in the case of wrongfUl interference
of a St~t~ with intarnat!on~l ~~n!~ation= sezv1~~ by an Maltenll ship or

102/ '!'hus, diplomatic status can be lIabused- and foreign .hips, even on the
high seas, should not engage in certain activit1es which are prejUdicial to other
States' interests, like piracY or, in the territorial wat~r. of Il..notber State,
activities other than -innocent pa.sage- or - in .trait. - -transit pa~.age-.

Incidentally, the CoIImiasion's CClIPaentary on art. 32 of the draft article. on State
responsibility (distress) seema to preauppoae that the activities of a 'Merchant)
ship may be considered as an act of the flag-State. See Yearbook ••• 1979, vol. II
(Part TWo), pp. 133-l3~.

103/ Of course, the question also ad.ea if the obligations are not -real
obligationa, but in tbatea.e - according to the viewpoint adopted by _the
CoIIIIIission throughout the discu.sions of the topic - the que.tion is .!!2!: one of
-State responsibility.. _0 -- -- -- •• - -- -.- -._-.

104/ I.C.J. Report, 1980. -

105/ For rffports of aspect. of the incident .e., e.g., The Hew York TiMs of
30 october 1981, sect. A, p. 3, 2 Boveaber 1981, sect. A, p. 13, and of
3 Hovellber 1981, net. A, p. 3.

106/ See art. '292 in conjunction with art•• 73 (2), 220 (7) an~ 226 (1) (b) of
the draft Convention on the Law of tba Sea (A/mHP.62/L.78) of 28 Augu.t 1981.
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aircraft~ lulj In ene ..cce~ of ju~iadicti~nal i-.unity the~e is a tendency to
Uait .uch t.unity a priod to acta iu~e i!p!di, and a tendency not to g~ant

i_unity in ca.e of acta of the foreign State which are conua~ to its obligations
undu a ~ul. of int.~national law.

102. All thia ..... to .how that the~ea~e ce~tain international activities, both
of Gov.rnaent. and of p~ivat. per8OD., which have a !p!cial status unde~ the rules
of cu.tc.ary international law. Whether an ·abuse· of such status may entail a
·breach· of that .tatu. and, if .0, to What extent, is not always clear. A
su.pension (for the futur.) of the relationship itself 108/ usually is allowed. 109/

103. On the oth.r hand, the protection of the special status even in the case of
·abuse- ..... to .ugg••t the conclusion that a breach of the corresponding
obligation without any po••ibl. -justification· by virtue of the ·abuse-, may be
regarded aa an infring.Ment of the sovereignty stricto sensu of the other State for
the purpo.. of the legal. consequence. of the breach. Boweve~, this conclusion may
aaount to ·.winging the pendulua- too fa~, or, to use a cybernetic metapho~, to
exaggerate the -fe.d-back·. Actually, in custQGA~Y inte~national law a distinction
betwe.n a priori exclu.ion of ce~tain legal consequences of a b~each, liaitation of

1071 se. not. 56 above.

108/ COIrpar. declaration of peraona non grata and breaking-off of diplomatic
ltelation.. In ....nc. the .a.ure conteaplated in a~t. 23 of the 1958 Geneva
COnv.ntion on the '1'erdtod.l S•• and the COntiguous Zone is also Cl suspension of
the relationship. ca.par••lso the n.w d~aft Convention on the Law ef the sea~

.rt. 228, par•• 1, vhere the .uspen.ion of p~oceeding. by the coastal State upon
the taking of ·proceeding. by ·the fl.g-Btate 1s provided for ·unless ••• the
flag-State in qu••tion h•• r.peatedly disregarded its obligation to endorse
.ffectiv.ly the .pplicabl. int.rnational rul.s and standa~ds in ~espect of
viol.tion. ~ltted by it. v••••l.·. Again it is clea~ that ·pdmarylll and
·.econda~y· ~ul•• u. clos.ly int.~tvined.

1091 'tb.ft c.... of -speci.l atatu.- could ju.t aB well be considered as
~iII1tatiOft. rather tban ••• priod .xclusion. of certain ~egal consequences. See
tnot.93 abOV.. .
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legal consequences by virtue of ·other ruleB of custa.ary international law, and
the content of ·primary· ruleB, neceBsarily tends to beCCIIe blurred. 110/

104. In view of the variety of obl_~ations under rules of cUBta.ary international
law - lIin between· the categories of rules protecting the sovereignty stricto sensu
of other States and rules concerning the trefttllent of aliens. - and taking into
account the non-exhaustiveness of the rules to'be drafted in reaspect of the legal
consequences of internationally wrongful acts, the Special Rapporteur is inclined
~ to propose~ rules excluding a priori BOne legal consequence. of a breach
of an obligation under customary international law.

105. Contrariwise, it might be useful, in the draft articles, to!!£!£ to
limitations of second parameter legal consequences, resulting from the special
status, accorded by the rules of customary international law to foreign states a.
juridical persons, to their diplomatic and consular missions and to the ships
flying their flag. Such a reference clause would, in fact, ••rve the SaDle purpose
as, and underline, the general safeguard clause of possible lIdeviationll frOll the
rules to be embodied in part two of the draft articles on State responsibility.

106. TUrning now to international obliga.tions under conventional internation~l law
(i.e. treaties) it must be noted, first of all, that the general safeguard clause
of deviation is of particular tmportance for treaty regiaes. Furthermore, it is
perhaps useful to distinguish at the outset various functions of lItreaties· within
the structure and process of international law as a whole. A general lIduty· of
States to co-operate in matters of mutual or c:aIIlmOD com:ern My be considered as a
lIprincipl~· of modern general customary international law. Obviously, the Iilbreach·
of such a lIduty· cannot, however, be considered as giving ri.. to State
responsibility in the sense this term has alway~ been understood by the
COmmission. There are many treaties, both bilateral and multilateral, which

110/ 'I'his is also true for the distiootion betnen the three par_ten
tbeJDSelves. As noted already above, there is a gradual tranaition frOll one
parameter to the other, or overlap between those par_terse Inde&d, the
restitutio in integrua .stricto sensu and the guarantee against repetition of the
breach are lIlegal consequences· of the first par.-ter aLready verging on the
second parameter (just like a lIstate of necessityll contributed to by the S'tate
against which it is invoked verges on the aeteraination of the .legal. consequences
of a breach of an lIobligationll of thatothez: State). Purther8)re, as. to the second
paraaeter of legal consequences, one is -bound to dist1nguieli betWeen -what'tiie- - 
injured State can do aB a response to a breach (a) within its own -jurisdictionll
lata sensu (non-recognition of the result of the breach, balancing that result.
see, e.g., the recovery of dllllAges paid under a foreign judgement, note 100 above),
(b) in respect of its legal relationship with the author State under a rule of
international law (suspension of the legal relationship for the. future, balancing
counteraeasures in the s_ field of the bEeach, countel:ll8asutes as regards other
fields of relationship) J and (c) within the lIjurisdiction- lato sensu of th. author
State (self-help, self-defence). It would also se.. clear that the ..asures under

. (b) and (c) verge on the third· par...ter.
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-atfir.- this duty for a PArticular subject matter. 111/ Unloss such treaty
otherwise ~OYid.s - and this is'particularly the case in treaties providing for
the establish.ent of international organizations - the non-fulfilment of such
obligations to co-operate will entail no legal consequence wh~tsoever. Actually,
treaty provisions stipulating an obligation to co-operate are not more than a
-prelude- to international organiaation lato sensu, an ·inchoate- form of such
~rganiaation as a (functional) -fusion- of governmental powers of States. 112/

107. an the other hand, treati~s establishing international boundaries do not
~s much create -obligations-, but only -legal consequences- in respect of
obligatio"s and rights under very many~ rules of international law. It ia the
breach of those obligations that entails State responsibility, the establishment of
the boundar;-T8 a -prelude-, it stipulates the (territorial) ·separation· between
Stat.s. 113/

108. Purther~re, there are treaties the sole function of which is to either unify,
in a particular field, the exercise of jurisdiction stricto sensu by the States
concerned, or to regulate the reSPective reach of such jurisdictions stricto sensu,
and, possibly, the legal relevance of such exercise of 'jurisdiction stricto sensu
in one State for the exercise of jurisdiction stricto sensu in the other State or
State., in other words, to lay down rules of -conflict of law· between the States
concerned. Bere again, the -separation- Of -fusion· of national legislations has,
in th~ case of -breach- of an -obligation- under such a treaty, in principle no
other legal conseqt1tmce than those provided for in those treaties themselves. 114/

109. Two other types of treaties require a special mention, namely, treaties
establishing -objective regimes- and treaties establishing international

111/ The new draft Convention on the Law of the Sea (see note 106 above) is
full of clauses of this kind.

112/ ane aight say that such treaty provisions deal with -legal consequences·
without passing through the phase of -obligations·.

113/ This does not necessarily apply to sea boundaries. Actually, it would
seea that the nature of the coastal States l -sovereign rights· as regards the
exploration and exploitation of the aineral, or non-living resources of the
continental 8helf - a functional, not a territorial, sovereignty, be it expressed
in spatial teras - reflects on the legal rules relating to the delimitation of the
continental shelf between adjacent and OpPOsite States. In this connexion it ~13
interesting to note the recent Judge_nt of 24 February 1982 of the InternationAl
Court of Justice in the '1'Unisia n. Libya case, in par.ticular the someWhat 1
diain18hed reUance on the concept of -natural prolongat:lon- of the land domain. \
,se. I.C.J. ee:-uniqu' Ho. 82/6 of 24 Pebruary 1982. ,

114/. OJIIpa,;e note 100 above at para. 100.
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organizations. Both types of tzeaties usually also impose obligations on States
(other than those referred to in paragraphs 106 to 108). 115/

110. As already remarked above, the main special point in relation to treaties
establishing ·objective regimes" is the position of "third" States in respect to
such regimes. In principle, to the extent that non-parties to b~e t:eaty may
become parties to the relationships governed by that treaty, they may also be
"injured States" or "parties to the breach" of an obligation under such treaty. 116/
Actually, such "objective regimes" also exist by virtue of customary international
law. 117/

Ill. As to treaties establishing international organizations, mU~1 the same
reasoning applies in reverse. In principle, a breach of an obligation under such a
treaty "injures" every other member State of the organization. But here, again in
principle, any response to, or legal consequence of, such a breach is determined
collectively in accordance with the constitution of the international organization
involved. 118/

112. Though in wodern international practice the five types of treaties discussed
above together constitute a great part of existing treaties, there are also other
treaties, particularly bilateral treaties, which are of the kind of "synallagmatic
contracts" between States envisaging an "exchange of prestations~ between those

115/ Often the same treaty does establish both an objective regime and an
~nternational organization to "administer" such a regime.

116/ Though not necessarily parties to ~,e modification of the treaty. Nor
does-the establishment of the objective regime necessarily entail that the
bilateralism of the breach-injury relationship is deviated from, under an objective
regime of freedom of navigation on an international river a breach of a~ obligation
of the "coastal State" in respect to the ship of a ·flag-State~ remains a bilateral
affair, unless - as is often the case - not only the navigation in the t~chnical

sense, but also the communication between riparian, and possibly non-riparian,
States and/or the economic integration-aspect of freedom of transportation are
involved.

117/ Sea, outer space. Compare also note 75 above on the possibilities of
"regionalization" in this respect, which, incidentally is not only relevant for the
determination of the injured State for the purposes of State responsibility, but
also for the determination of the author State or States and the responsibility of
international organizations.

118/ Again, this does not mean that there may not be a concursus in the sense
thata bi~.ateral "primary" relationship is breached by the same conduct and entails
a bilateral breach/injury relationship, "tegionalization" is also possible in this
respect. Here too, there may be similar regimes under the rules of customary
international law inasmuch as in respect of the breach of certain obligations a
legal conseque~ce may caly be drawn through a ccllective decision.
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States. Actually, traditional doctrine is inclined to concentrate on these
-recipcoca1- treaties a. regards the determination of the legal consequences of a
breach of an obligation under a treaty. Indeed the elament of barter is seldom
quite absent in treaty tran.actions, though the SUle goes f(lr the element of
!!!-....king' there is always an interaction between -fact- and -law- in any system
or .~y.te.. The foeuaing on the barter element in traditional international law
i. in conlo~itywith the concept of individual and separate -sovereignty- of each
StatCl" l1J!l Aa to the legal consequences of a breach of an obligation under such
~t.r treatie., the eaphaais lies in the second parameter, in particular in the
ebalancing counter.ea.ur.s- of the injured State, which is in effect a return to
the pre-treaty relation.hip. At th~ same time, such countermeasures, taken
together with the breach of the obligation by lbe other State, necessarily destroy
the law el...nt (if any) in the treaty. The result is exactly the contrary of an
·enfo~ce..nt- of the treaty -rule-. But then, of course, if the function of the
treaty-transaction is no~.ng else tha~ the exchange I)f prestations, the treaty has
no -object and purpo.e- of its ~'1\.

113. If ·counteraeasu:es· are to be enforcement measures they must be
-disproportional· to the breach of Che obligation in terms of ~le effects of both.
Consequently, such enforce..nt a.aAures will normmlly be sought in ·other- fields
than that of the breach. This raises the question already referred to in
paragraph 59 abo"e.

119/ In thia .en.s the non-reciprocity, underlying treaties giving effect to
what ts called -a new international economic ordor- is a shift towards the ·law·
el~fttt ••, for tha~ iUltter, is the cld idea of iU8 cOllllllunicationis, the
differ.nee between the.e two _pproaches lies in another dimension.
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